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INTRODUCTION 
Control of crown rust of oats, a limiting factor in oat production, 
traditionally has been attempted by the use of homogeneous resistant 
pure line cultivars. These repeatedly have been rendered inadequate 
by the advent and proliferation of virulent pathogenic races. Multi­
line cultivars, which reincorporate genetic diversity, provide popula­
tion resistance against the pathogen and, consequently, should be much 
less ephemeral. Therefore, the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, in 
1962, began developing multilines, mechanical mixtures of near-isogenic 
lines, for control of crown rust (Browning andFrey , 1969). Because of 
the proven agronomic benefits obtained from growing mixtures of non-
isogenic lines, development of the isogenic components of multiline 
cultivars necessarily preceded the fundamental and intensive investiga­
tion of artificial heterogeneous oat populations for disease control. 
In 1966, I began (Cournoyer, 1967) a three-year study of the 
pathogen dynamics related to multiline theory. In this dissertation, 
I present several epiphytological studies that were designed to 
elucidate host (Avena sativa L.) and pathogen (Puccinia coronata Cda. 
var. avenae, Fraser and Ledingham) phenomena with special emphasis re­
lating to heterogeneous host populations. Evidence for use of multi­
lines is impressive (Browning and Prey,1969) but basic research is 
needed to increase our understanding of this "new" host-parasite system 
and, hopefully, to project this information to other crops and disease 
s ituations. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Multiline Cultivars 
The theory and performance of multiline cultivars was reviewed re­
cently by Browning and Ecey (1969). They concluded that multilines 
... hold great promise as a dynamic, natural, bio­
logical system of effectively buffering the host 
population against the rust population (p. 377-378). 
In my M.S. thesis (Cournoyer, 1967), I showed: a) that differences 
existed between pure line and multiline oat cultivars artificially in­
oculated with P. coronata avenae; b) that the epiphytotic progressed 
more slowly in the multiline (a blend of seven near-isogenic lines) 
than in the pure line; c) that the multiline supported less rust early 
in the season than did the pure line; and d) that the pure line con­
sistently supported considerably more rust than did the multiline. I 
accomplished this by accumulating daily crown rust urediospore counts 
from field plots using Rotorod samplers that permit rather precise 
estimates o£ spore concentrâtions/unit volume of air. The cumulative 
technique produces sigmoid curves, commonly recognized as classical 
disease progress curves or growth curves. 
Characterization of Curves of Artificially Induced 
Crown Rust Epiphytotics 
I attempted (Cournoyer, 1967) to straighten my sigmoid curves by 
various techniques including the log^ transformation suggested 
by Van der Plank (1963). This transformation caused a consistent de­
viation from linearity and, in fact, produced inverted sigmoid curves. 
This consistent curvature, apparent in my data (Cournoyer, 1967, and 
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Fig, 32 of this dissertation) as well as in the literature (e.g., Asai, 
1960; Burleigh e^ al. ,1969; Romig and Dirks, 1966; Underwood et al., 
1959) should be explained. Also, the early-appearing "hump" evident 
on many cumulative curves may represent a previously unrecognized bio­
logical phenomenon. 
Van der Plank (1963) maintains that the progress of an epiphytotic 
is logarithmic in nature,admitting, however, that disease increase is 
logarithmic only when proportions of disease are very low (5% or less). 
With greater proportions of disease, disease increase is no longer 
logarithmic but neither, in his view, is it logistic. Henriquez (1968) 
reviewed the literature pertinent to the theory of epidemics and to the 
mathematical and statistical fitting of growth curves of biological 
data. From his study of my data (Cournoyer, 1967) he concluded that 
the logistic growth model was adequate to describe artificially in­
duced oat crown rust epiphytotics• Further evidence of the adequacy 
of the logistic model for this purpose is presented in this disserta­
tion. In literature today, the fact that growth over time is logistic 
in nature appears without documentation: 
...Populations increase geometrically, whereas food 
and subsistence increase arithmetically. The geo­
metric ratio of population growth is also known as 
the ever-accelerating growth rate, the logistic curve, 
the well-known S-shaped curve or sigmoid growth curve, 
and compound interest. (Howard, 1969, p. 280) 
The progress of an epiphytotic is very similar to population increase 
in a limiting environment (Cournoyer, 1967). 
Since it previously has been considered difficult to fit experi­
mental data to sigmoid growth curves (Leonard, 1969b and Van der Plank, 
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1963), many authors (e.g., Burleigh 1969; Romig and Dirks, 
1966; Van der Plank, 1963) simply have used regression lines to char­
acterize epiphytotics. In the analysis of data generated by trapping 
P. recondita and P. graminis tritici urediospores from 12 stations in 
the Mississippi River Basin, Romig and Dirks (1966) found that re­
gressions of daily spore counts anJ the log^ of the daily spore counts 
on time in days were not significant. Regressions of the cumulative 
spore counts (which generated sigmoid curves) were highly significant 
in all sets of data. Applications of the log —— transformations 
° e  1-x 
to the full range of cumulative spore counts gave a better fit in some 
cases. However, since the full cumulative curve involves diminishing 
spore numbers with time, Romig and Dirks believed that an earlier cut­
off point might yield a better description with use of the log^ trans­
formation. A 50% cut-off of the final cumulative spore count was made, 
and the log^ cumulative count was regressed on time. This gave a better 
fit than the full cumulative curve,especially when the cumulative counts 
were high. 
Uredial counts have been used as a characterizing measure of 
epiphytotic development. Burleigh et al. (1969) found that most of the 
variation from wheat and stem rust uredial numbers was explained by re­
gressions on time when the data were transformed by the log^ trans­
formation wherein x = the number of uredia/culm and 1 = the maximum rust 
severity (1800 uredia/culm for leaf rust and 1000 uredia/culm for stem 
rust). Higher coefficients of determination occurred in the more severe 
epiphytotics. Regression characterizacions of epiphytotics were con­
sidered potentially helpful in the prediction of control measures for 
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rust diseases. 
r, The Apparent Infection Rate of Pathogen Increase/Unit/Day 
Closely allied to regression lines describing epiphytotic develop­
ment is Van der Plank's (1963) concept of r, the apparent infection rate. 
Although a very inclusive parameter, r is expected to be higher for 
susceptible cultivars than for resistant cultivars. However, regression 
coefficients (which = r = slopes of regression lines) were very similar 
even when the cultivars were attacked by either 20% or 100% of the patho­
gen (P. recondita tritici) population. The regression lines were nearly 
parallel although initial and final severities indicated differences in 
susceptibility to the pathogen population (Burleigh et , 1969). 
When Romig and Dirks (1966) used the 50% cut-off point on the log^ 
cumulative spore counts, they noted that the steep slopes (higher r values) 
were not consistently associated with high cumulative spore counts. In­
fection rates may be primary functions of environment rather than of 
host genotype (Burleigh e£ , 1969). 
Race Competition 
The Darwinian principles of competition, natural selection and 
survival of the fittest apply to crop pathogens as well as to crop plants 
(Stakman and Harrar, 1957). Certain P. gyaminis tritici races were 
shown to be more aggressive at higher temperatures, whereas others were 
more aggressive at lower temperatures, and others were adapted to a wide 
range of temperature conditions (Cassell, 1938). Tsiang (1940) showed 
that certain wheat cultivars appeared to be less severely attacked when 
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they were exposed to stem rust race mixtures in the field than when 
they were exposed to a single race in isolated plots. He attributed 
this effect to differential rates of increase of stem rust races in 
mixtures. Only six races of P. graminis tritici predominated in field 
nurseries that had been inoculated with 12 races (Watson, 1941). When 
different mixtures of five stem rust races were cultured for five 
generations on susceptible wheat cultivars, the proportions of races 
changed in every generation in any mixture. Furthermore, when sus­
ceptible border rows were subjected to inoculation with many races of 
stem rust, fewer than half reached epiphytotic proportions. From these 
experiments, the following factors were suggested to influence the final 
composition of a race mixture: a) the character and amount of each 
race; b) the cultivar on which the race is cultured; and c) the effect 
of temperature on both the fungus and the cultivar (Watson, 1942). 
Competition was evident when wheat leaf rust races 9, 15, 58 and 126 
were cultured in composite mixtures on susceptible Cheyenne wheat and 
carried through 7 and 10 generations (Irish, 1950). The cumulative action 
of relatively minor ecological factors, the effects of which are not 
apparent in a single generation, probably cause the differential de­
velopment and survival of races in mixtures under natural conditions. 
Races apparently survive differentially when grown in mixtures on dif­
ferent cultivars even chough the cultivars seem equally susceptible 
(Loegering, 1951). That the differential survival ability between any 
two races of P. graminis tritici could be predicted by the behavior of 
each with a third race was observed by Bromfield and Broyles (1952). 
They observed race x cultivar interactions but no antagonism among races. 
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Competition was observed with seven combinations (mixtures of two races 
each) of _P. Kraminis tritici and attributed to innate differences in 
virulence potential (Kak a_l. j 1963). Certain biotypes of P. graminis 
tritici were found to survive differentially on the wheat cultivar 
Little Club. The cumulative effects of such factors as percentage 
germination, rate of increase, infective and sporulation ability were 
thought to contribute to the survival potential of biotypes (Broyles, 
1955). Races 56 and 15B of 2- graminis tritici were compared under con­
trolled conditions during the infection and development processes. 
Characteristics that contributed to aggressiveness and that sometimes were 
transmitted in sexual and somatic crosses were identified (Bugbee, 1966). 
Katsuya and Green (1967) suggested that environmental conditions, in 
addition to host selection pressure, caused the predominance in Central 
North America of wheat stem rust race 15B-1 in 1950, and of race 56 dur­
ing the period 1956 to 1961. As reported in my Master of Science thesis 
(Cournoyer, 1967), a single race, race 264, attained more growth when in­
oculated into a 50 X 50 ft plot composed of a pure line cultivar than 
did a mixture of six races. In the multiline cultivar, however, the 
mixture of six races attained more growth than did race 264. Leonard 
(1969a) found that competitive inhibition occurred when stem rust races 
6F and 7A were virulent and inoculated together on the same cultivar. He 
also formulated a model to illustrate rates of increase of stem rust races 
6F and 7A in a susceptible:resistant oat mixture and anticipated its use 
to predict the effect of multilines against single races of the pathogen. 
k basic assumption for his model is that the probability of a urediospore 
reaching a susceptible host plant is proportional to the percentage sus-
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ceptibility in the mixture. From his non-inoculated field check plots, 
he found that the amount of stem rust build-up in a susceptible: 
resistant mixture was proportional to the percentage of susceptible 
plants in the mixture. However, from his inoculated plots, he found 
that the rates of stem rust increase were proportional to the log^ of 
the percentage of susceptible plants in the mixture; but the basic 
assumption in his model stems from data from his uninoculated plots. 
Races are specific in virulence potential for specific host culti-
vars. Avirulent races are prevented from reproducing on cultivars hav­
ing specific resistance but virulent races are not. This selective 
reproduction of rust races in mixtures does not occur as completely on 
cultivars without specific resistance, or with generalized resistance 
or presumably, tolerance. Furthermore, natural plant attributes may in­
hibit selective race multiplication, thereby reducing specialized rust 
biotypes (Hooker, 1967). Van der Plank (1963, 1968) considers it axio­
matic, and has shown from empirical evidence, that simple races are the 
fittest to survive on simple cultivars. Leonard (1969b) obtained sup­
portive evidence that avirulence increases in the pathogen population 
with increasing generations on a susceptible cultivar. He used the 
mathematical model proposed by Mode (1958). It describes tlie manner in 
which proportions of races in mixtures change when the given races have 
different reproductive rates. See Mode (1958) or Leonard (1969b) for 
derivation and elaboration of formulae. 
Obviously, data pertaining to race competition underlie the multi­
line cultivar theory. 
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Urediospore-Uredia Correlations 
Little agreement was found between ratios of pustule counts on 
Little Club and on differential cultivars unless conditions for rust 
development were optimum or pustule types produced on both were identi­
cal. Furthermore, some cultivars consistently had more pustules than 
others (Bromfield and Broyles, 1952). Hayden (1956) observed differ­
ences in infectibility among cultivars early in the season and thought 
they might be responsible for differences in yield of stem rust sus­
ceptible spring wheats. He applied light and heavy spore showers to 
two ft square areas of 11 spring wheat cultivars The mean number of 
pustules that developed on cultivars receiving 2,250,000 spores ranged 
from 0.025/culm on Sentry to 5.25/culm on Marquis, whereas pustule 
counts ranged from 1.5/culm on Sentry to 23.5/culm on Marquis when they 
were subjected to 57,450,000 spores. Differences in infectibility of 
cultivars on the basis of initial leaf infections were observed by 
Chakravarti and Hart (1959). They showed that wheat cultivars Lee, 
Langdon and Sentry showed initial rust percentages of 2-5% when inoculated 
at jointing time with stem rust race 15B. The susceptible cultivar Carle-
ton showed 10-15% rust. Also, t!ie first three cultivars tolerated 50-70% 
rust better than did Carleton. 
Bromfield ^  aj^. (1 95 9) implied that numbers of urediospores were 
positively correlated with numbers of uredia. Burleigh e^ aj^. (1969) 
found significant correlation coefficients between urediospores and 
uredia numbers for both 2- graminis tritlci and recondita tritici. 
As mentioned earlier, they also showed differences in cultivar suscepti­
10 
bility when the cultivars were attacked by 20% or 100% of P. recondita 
tritici populations. 
Diurnal Periodicity 
Literature on tiie periodicity of microorganisms Is abundant- For 
purposes of this dissertation, the brief review by Pady e_t al. (1964) 
on the periodicity of airborne cereal rust spores will be considered 
sufficient. In their 1957, I960 and 1961 investigations, Pady et al. 
(1964) found considerable hourly and daily variations in the spore re­
leases of P. recondita and graminis tritici. Barkai-Golan (1958) 
found a relationship between wind strength and number of colonies of 
airborne fungi on nutrient media plates Rowell e_t al. (1958) re­
ported on the effect of certain environmental factors relative to wheat 
infection by P. graminis tritici. Such data are indicative of reasons 
for daily and hourly variations in spore release. Pady et al. (1964) 
found a diurnally periodic peak of P. graminis tritici spore release at 
middayJ and of P. recondita in afternoons, and occasional nighttime 
peaks for both species. Actual times of maximal spore release varied 
for the different years, however. It is noteworthy that Pady was sampling 
spores from a diffuse source. This fact could account for the observed 
varlability. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
General Information 
Indexes characterizing field experiments performed in 1967 and 
1968 are presented in Tables 1 and 2. 
All experiments consisted of 50 x 50 ft plots. When feasible, 
these were arranged in an E-W direction to minimize interplot move­
ment of spores by the predominant SW winds. The plots were bordered 
by a minimum of 50 ft of corn (DeKalb XL45) in 1967, and resistant 
oats (X421I) in 1968. Resistant check plots were included in every ex­
periment. These served as indicators of extraneous inoculum, interplot 
contamination, and for host yield data from a resistant isoline. 
Epiphytotics were initiated by transplanting infected plants of 
the susceptible cultivar X122-12. Transplants were grown in 3 inch 
psat pots in the greenhouse until pustules developed. For experiments 
1-5 and 10, the transplants were pruned until tissue bearing about 12 
pustules remained. The peat pots then were set in the ground at the 
plot centers. In experiments 7-9. the infected plants were not trimmed 
but were transplanted with large numbers of profusely speculating young 
pustules to four locations in each plot about 15 ft in from each corner. 
Once the transplants became established, the plots were not entered 
again until near host maturity. Not uncommonly, there occurred the 
problem of breakage or bending of the seedling leaf which bore the pustules. 
Such leaves generally were attached to planting stakes with plant ties— 
a technique that undoubtedly interfered with natural and presumably 
random spore dissemination. 
Table 1. Host and pathogen components and other characterizing data 
of field experiments performed in 1967 and 1968 
Exper iment 
number 
Oat 
lines 
Sources of 
resistance 
Phenotypes of lines 
to races used for 
inoculum 
Early-matur ing 
C237-89IV 
X434I 
Races 205 216 290 
Bond 
Wahl #8-2 
S(S) S(S) S(S) 
R(R) R(R) R(R) 
X467 
C237-89III 
X292I 
Victoria 
Landhafer 
C.I. 2923 
R(R) R(MR) 
R(R) R(R) 
RCR) R(R) 
R(R) 
MR (MS) 
R(R) 
2 Early-maturing Races 213A 290 326 
C237-89IV Bond S(S) S(S) S(S) 
X434I Wahl #8-2 R(R) R(R) R(R) 
C237-89III 
X467 
X469II 
Landhafer S(MS) MR(MS) R(MR) 
Victoria S(S) R(R) R(MR) 
Ascencao R(MR) R(R) R(R) 
3 Midseason-matur ing Races 205 216 290 
X122-12 none S(S) S(S) S(S) 
X270I Wahl #8 R(R) R(R) R(R) 
X422 
X360 
X104C-7 
Victoria 
Santa Fe 
C.I. 2923 
R(R) R(MR) R(MR) 
R(MR) R(R) S(S) 
R(R) R(MR) R(R) 
On seedlings and adult plants (in parentheses). S = susceptible; 
R = resistant; M = moderately. 
^Parts resistantrparts susceptible, based on data available at the 
time of experiment design. Discrepancies between treatment proportions 
and phenotypes are due to results obtained since that time. 
'^Multiline. 
12b 
^ Experimental de-
Treatments sign and Epiphytological Data 
replication investigation summary 
Completely random 
3R:0S 2 Pathogen yield Figs. 13,21;Tbls.3-6 
2|:1| 2 Host yield Fig. 35; This.10,11 
0R:3S 2 Race competition Figs.49,50;Tbl.14 
2R:1S(M)^ 
Completely random 
3R:0S 2 
2R:1S 
1R:2S 3 
0R:3S 2 
1R:2S(M) 
2 Pathogen yield Figs.14,22;Tbls.3-6 
Host yield Fig. 35; This.10,11 
Completely random 
3R:0S 2 Pathogen yield Figs.15,23;Tbis 3-6 
2R:1S 3 Host yield Fig. 36; TbIs.10,11 
1R:2S 2 Race competition Figs.51,52;Tbl.l4 
0R:3S 3 
2R:iS(M) 3 
Table 1 (contd) 
Experiment 
number 
Oat 
lines 
Sources of 
resistance 
Phenotypes of lines 
to races used for 
inoculum 
10 Midseason-maturing 
X122-12 Bond 
Races 213 
S(S) 
264 
S(S) 
294 
S(S) 
X447 P.I.185783 R(R) R(MR) R(MR) 
X422 
X449III 
C649 
Midseason-maturing 
X122-12 
Victoria 
P.1.174544 
Landhafer 
R(MR) S(S) MR (MS) 
R(R) S(MS) S(MR) 
R(R) S(S) S(S) 
Races 
202 213A 290 294 321 326 
Bond 
X122-12 Bond S S S S S S 
X360 Santa Fe S MR R S MS S 
Clintland 64 Grey Algerian S R R R R R 
X446II P.I.174545 MS R MR R MR MS 
X449I P.I.174544 MS R MR MS MS MS 
X422 VLC uOJT is. S R R MR HR HS 
X447 P.I.185783 S R R MR MR MR 
Mid season--matur ing Races 203 213A 295 321 321 
X122-12 Bond 
X421I Wahl #2 R R 
Midseason-matur ing 
X122-12 Bond 
Wahl If2 
Race 290 
S 
R 
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Treatments Experimental de­
sign and 
replication 
Epiphytological 
inves tigat ion 
Data 
summary 
3R:0S 
2R:1S 
1R:2S 
0R:3S 
Completely random 
2 
2 
3 
2 
Pathogen yield Figs.l6,24;Tbls. 
3-6 
1R:2S(M) 
Pure line 
(X122-12) 
Factorial 
2 plots with race 326 
2 plots with mixture 
of a] races 
Pathogen yield 
Host yield 
Figs.l7,24;Tbls.3-6 
Fig. 36;Tbls.10,11 
Multiline 2 plots with race 326 
(7 components) 2 plots with mixture 
of all races 
Random complete block 
lOORrOS 
90R:10S 
80R:20S 
60R:40S 
40R:60S 
20R:80S 
OR:100S 
2 replications of 
each treatment 
Pathogen yield Figs.l8,25;Tbls.3-6 
Host yield Fig.37;Tbls.10,11 
Race competition Figs.53,54;Tbl.l4 
Urediospore-uredia 
correlations 
Rust severity 
estimates 
Fig. 40 
50:50 mix­
ture 
one 50x50 ft plot Diurnal period- Figs. 41-48 
Table l(contd) 
Experiment 
number 
Oat 
lines 
Sources of 
resistance 
Phenotypes of lines 
to races used for 
inoculum 
Midseason-roatur ing 
X122-12 
X449I 
X104C-7 
X422 
X421I 
Bond 
P.I. 174544 
C.I. 2923 
Victoria 
Wahl #2 
Race 290 
S 
80MS 
6 OR 
40R-MR 
R 
Early- and midseason-
maturing multilines 
and given isoline s 
C237-89IV 
X470I 
Multiline E68 
Multiline E69 
X122-12 
X421I 
Multiline M68 
Multiline M69 
Bond 
Ascencao 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Bond 
Wahl #2 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Races 216 & 264 & 290 & 326 Mixed 
S 
MR 
Mixed 
Mixed 
S 
R 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Early- and inidseason-
maturing multilines 
and given isolines 
C237-89IV 
X470I 
Multiline E68 
Multiline E69 
X122-12 
X421I 
Multiline M68 
Multiline M69 
Bond 
Ascencao 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Bond 
Wahl #2 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Races 216 & 264 & 290 & 326 Mixed 
S 
MR 
Mixed 
Mixed 
S 
R 
Mixed 
Mixed 
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Treatments Experimental de­
sign and 
replication 
Epiphytological 
inves t igat ion 
Data 
summary 
Near-
isogenic 
lines 
Random complete block 
2 replications of each 
treatment 
Pathogen yield 
Host yield 
Figs.19,26;Tbls.3-6 
Fig.37;Tbls.lO,ll 
Completely random 
1968 and 
1969 com-
2 replications of each Pathogen yield Figs.20,27;Tbls.3-6 
treatment Host yield Fig.37;Tbls.10,11 
multilines o > » 
and certain 
component 
isolines 
Random complete block 
1968 and 
1969 com­
mercially 
available 
multilines 
and certain 
component 
isolines 
2 replications of each Host yield 
treatment 
Fig.37;Tbls.lO,ll 
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Table 2. Index to year of performance, location, and pictorial repre-
sentation of field experiments performed in 1967 and 1968 
Experiment Year of Location Pictorial 
number performance representation 
1967 Kelly Farm: 2 miles Fig. 1, right 
NW of Iowa State Uni- range 
versity (ISU) 
1967 Bates Fairm: 4 miles Fig. 2 
SE of ISU 
3 1967 Kelly Farm: 2 miles Fig. 1, left 
NW of ISU range 
10 1967 Curtiss Farm: 1 mile Fig. 3 
SW of ISU 
4 1968 Kelly Farm: 2 miles Fig. 4 
NW of ISU 
1968 South T.V. Farm: 3 Fig. 5 
miles SW of ISU 
1968 Old Horticultural 
Farm: .5 miles SW of 
ISU 
1968 North T.V. Farm: 2.5 Fig. 6 
miles SW of ISU 
1968 Curtiss Farm: 2 miles Fig. 7 
SW of ISU 
1968 Northern Iowa Agri­
cultural Experiment 
Farm, Kanawha, Iowa: 
80 miles N of ISU 
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Spores were trapped and their numbers estimated according to the 
a 
method outlined previously (Cournoyer, 1967) except that Leitz Labor-
lux microscopes equipped with Ultropak incident light attachments were 
used for scanning tlie rods and counting spores. 
I used the cumulative spore count technique to show differences 
among treatments. A magnification of llOX was used. 
Fitting Procedures for Curves of Artificially Induced 
Crown Rust Epiphytotics 
For purposes of mathematically and statistically describing spore 
release over time, we (myself and personnel of the Iowa State Uni­
versity Statistical Laboratory; see Acknowledgements, p. 190) fit the 
models: y^ = f(t) + e^ and = F(t) + wherein y^ = the daily spore 
count. Y = the cumulative spore count, F(t) = — and 
l-tfe" 
f(t) = ^ ^^^^ = ^ ^ ^  ^ •} .  B o t h  e r r o r s  e  a n d  e  a s  w e l l  a s  t ,  
[l+3e ^ ^ 1-'-* 
(time in days) are random deviations. a is a parameter relating to the 
growth rate of the pathogen. 3 is, in a sense, a location parameter 
which can change with a change in any other parameter, and which may 
cause shifts in the curve. K is the upper asymptote parameter at in­
finite time. However, as these parameters are limitedly useful, bio­
logically speaking, we transformed them for all replications, treatments, 
and experiments to the more meaningful parameters; K = the time at 
which maximum spore release occurred, M = the amount of spore release 
at time pL, K = K = the total cumulative measured release of spores; i.e., 
^E. Leitz, Inc., 468 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016. 
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4M „ the asymptote. We reparamerized as follows: a = —— , 3 = e 
l°8e ® a K 
K — K,and p. — — , M — —^— and K — K using the cumulative 
- - M-) 
spore count and the derivative model f(t) = 
(t -
1 + e  ^  
We fit a) the daily spore counts y^ and f(t; p., M, K) when these 
parameters were estimated by fitting the daily spore counts y^ = f(t) + 
e^; b) daily spore counts y^ and f(t; p., M, K) when these parameters 
were estimated by fitting log^ y^ = log^ [f(t)] + e^; c) daily spore counts 
y^ and f(t; |2,' M, K) when these parameters were estimated by fitting 
cumulative spore counts = F(t) + d) cumulative spore counts 
and F(t; p., M, K) when these parameters were estimated by fitting 
daily spore counts y^ = f(t) + e^ and e) cumulative spore counts Y^ 
and F(t; M, K) when these parameters were estimated by fitting 
cumulative spore counts Y^ = F(t) + e^; i.e., the logistic equation Y = 
% 
• TZ— . In the final three techniques we inserted 
-(t -11) 
1 + e 
zeroes for missing observations. The fitting procedure used was the 
Gauss-Newton Method described by H. 0. Hartley, in Atkinson (1966). Analyses of 
variance were performed on the jJ., M, and K parameters that were derived 
for all experiments. 
An analysis of variance was made to examine the linearity or lack 
of it between amount of rust build-up (final cumulative spore counts) 
and different proportions of susceptibility in the respective treat­
ments . 
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Application of r. The Apparent Infection Rate of Pathogen In­
crease/Unit/Day, to Spore Count Data 
Values for r were obtained by taking the regression coefficients 
Y. 
of the transformation log^ — wherein = the cumilative 
n i 
daily spore count and = the final cumulative spore count from each 
cultivar-treatment combination and also wherein Y = the final 
n 
cumulative spore count from the susceptible check cultivar in the re-
spec t ive exper iments. 
Race Competition 
To investigate competition among crown rust races, I selected 
a 
differential cultivars and used them as trap plants. In experiments 
1 and 3, the differential cultivar Landhafer was used to indicate 
race 290; Victoria, race 216; and Saia, race 205. Markton, the 
"universal suscept",was planted in the fourth position in every pot. 
In experiment 5, the cultivar Ascencao was used to indicate race 213A; 
Clinton x P.I. 267989, race 295; Saia, race 321; and Clintland 64, race 
326. Portage was purported to indicate race 203 but proved to have 
seedling susceptibility to other races as well. The universal suscept 
was not included in experiment 5. I planted five seeds/cultivar in 
clumps in all pots. Seed were treated with Captan (50% active in­
gredient: N- (trichloromethyl) thio -4-cyclohexene-1-2-dicarboximide) 
and planted in vermiculite (to reduce weight) in 4 inch plastic pots 
a 
Cultivars were selected b rust reactions from Reports of 
Cooperative Uniform Cereal Rust Observation Nurseries. 
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sterilized with Clorox (5.25% active ingredient: sodium hypochlorite). 
Trap plants were used when they were 9-11 days old. Using the technique 
of Vela-Cardenas (1963), I had previously installed cylinders (16 inches in 
diameter and 3 ft high, made of 1 inch mesh chicken wire) at two loca­
tions: 4 ft N and 13 ft NE of the center in each plot (Fig. 8). The 
pots were placed in tin cans (7 inches high x 6 inches in diameter and 
equipped with long wire handles) and transferred to these cylinders by 
means of a 25 ft pole (Fig. 9). Trap plants were exposed in the field 
during the day for about eight hr and then removed to a greenhouse 
moist chamber for about 15 hr. The following morning they were removed 
to a greenhouse bench. Pustules were counted 8-10 days later and re­
corded as number of uredia/number of seedling leaves/cultivar. These 
data were graphed. Furthermore, S-values, selection coefficients of 
races in mixtures when the given races have different reproductive 
rates, were calculated according to the mathematical model proposed by 
q q 
Mode (1958): log^ ^ = log^ ^ - n log^ (1-S) wherein 1 
e q^^ e q^ e 
refers to the stability value according to the Hardy-Weinberg Law, q^ 
refers to the proportion of a race after an n number of generations, 
and q^ refers to initial proportions of a given race. In my data, I 
calculated S-values as follows: S = 1 - e " wherein b = - log (1-S) 
from the equation log (— —).. = a. . + b.. + e. (Mode, 1958). 
1 - q^j jt 1] ijt i]t 
I calculated proportions of a given race/total population of a race; i.e., 
-i. f"" ^ L. % • 
•' r=i 
Data from the locations and replications of each treatment were added 
together to obtain these values. 
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Urediospore-Uredia Correlations 
I investigated the correlation between spore numbers in the air 
and the resultant pustule numbers on different cultivars In experi­
ment 5, the cultivars Ascencao, Clinton x P.I. 267989, Saia, and 
Clintland 64 were used in one pot and five clumps of Markton were 
planted in a second pot. The pots of correlation plants were placed in 
4 inch cast-iron support rings adjacent to the Rotorod spore samplers 
(Fig. 10) during the regular spore sampling period. After the 2 hr 
exposure (six times for the differential cultivars and seven times 
for Markton) these plants were put into the greenhouse moist chamber 
and treated as the "trap plants" described above. Results were 
analyzed statistically. 
Host Yield Data 
In experiments 1 and 3, host yield data were taken by mechanically 
harvesting a 3 ft strip, E to W, through the plots about 6 ft from the 
original focus of infection. Harvested plants were threshed and grain 
yield was recorded in grams/plot. In experiments 5, and 7-9, the 
entire plots were harvested and grain yield was recorded in lb./ 
plot. Test weight in Ib./bu was recorded also. 
Rust Severity Ratings 
I made estimates of rust severity by taking five infected leaves 
(first leaf below the flag leaf) from plants at random in 10 x 10 ft 
quadrats throughout all plots in experiment 5. I rated the infected 
leaves on the basis of the susceptible check plots which were assumed 
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to be 100% infected. Results were plotted by Cal-Comp for the IBM 360/65 
System. Estimates of average rust severity for entire plots also were 
made. In experiment 3, Kodachrome transparencies (Fig. 11) were taken of 
10 flag leaves from randomly chosen plants from 25 10 x 10 ft quadrats 
in each of four plots representing all treatments of the experiment ex­
cept the resistant check. The slides were evaluated later in the labora­
tory and coefficients of rust severity were assigned to the infected 
leaves (Murphy, e_t 1940). 
Statistical Correlations and Regressions 
Simple correlations were made between the coefficients of crown rust 
infection (as determined from the Kodachrome transparencies from experi­
ment 3) and host yield data. Multiple correlation coefficients were de­
termined using these two variables and pathogen yield data (final 
cumulative spore counts). Simple correlations were made between host 
and pathogen yield data for experiments 3, 5, 7, and 8. In experiments 
1-3 and 5, regression lines were determined for final cumulative spore 
counts regressed on percentage susceptibility. 
Rust Race Survey 
Forty samples of rusted leaves were taken from the N and NE sides 
of all plots in experiments 1-3, 5, and 10. Inoculum from these leaves 
was transferred to the standard differential cultivars (Simons and 
Michel, 1964) to test for the presence of extraneous races. 
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Diurnal Periodicity 
Experiment 6 was designed to investigate the periodicity, if any, 
of P. coronata avenae. A single 50 x 50 ft plot was planted to a 50:50 
blend of two mid-season oat lines, X122-12 (susceptible) and X421-I 
(resistant). I inoculated with crown rust race 290-infected trans­
plants at four locations about 10 ft in from the plot corners. A 
Rotorod Sequential Sampler, equipped with 12 individual Rotorod samplers 
and an automatic 24 hr clock, was placed on a 30 inch high table at the 
plot center, thereby positioning the samplers slightly above the plant 
canopy (Fig. 12). Two samplers on opposite sides of the sequential 
sampler operated simultaneously for one hr periods. Hourly means 
over the 19 day sampling time were derived. These means also were 
summed over days. Statistically, two considerably more sophisticated 
models were derived with considerations of the biological phenomenon 
that was occurring and with use of trigonometric functions. For purposes 
of ease of understanding, pertinent msthcdclcgy, results, and discussion 
will be presented in the Discussion section "On Diurnal Periodicity" 
(p. 52). 
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RESULTS 
Pathogen Yield 
Experiments 1-3 and 10 were designed to determine the effect of 
crown rust (here, three rust races) on 2-component heterogeneous popula­
tions consisting of one resistant and one susceptible near-isogenic line. 
I combined seed on a weight/volume basis to form blends that were 0S:3R, 
1S:2R, 2S:3R and 3SiOR. Simultaneously, a 3-component heterogeneous 
population (a multiline) of near-isogenic lines was blended into treat­
ments that were either 2R:1S or 1R:2S. Fitted curves of cumulative 
crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air for treatments in these 
experiments are illustrated in Figs- 13-16. The order of pathogen 
yield from the 2-component blends consistently was 0R:3S > 1R:2S > 2R:1S 
> 3R:0S although final cumulative spore counts differed markedly in the 
different experiments. The 3-component blends, the multilines (2R:1S 
in experiments 1 and 3, and 1R:2S in experiment 2) consistently fell be­
tween the 2R:1S and 1R:2S treatments (Figs. 13-15). In experiment IG, 
the multiline (1R:2S) fell between the 2R:1S and 3R:0S treatment 
(Fig. 16), although there probably was not a significant difference 
among the three treatments. 
Experiment 4 (Master's II) was designed to repeat my 1966 experiment 
(Master's I, Cournoyer, 1967). The pure line-single race treatment and 
multiline-single race treatment produced the least, and comparable, 
quantities of spores (Fig. 17). However, the multiline-single race treat­
ment curve had a higher asymptote than did the pure line-single race 
treatment. The pure line infected with six races produced about 50% 
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more spores than did the multiline-six race treatment (Fig. 17). 
Experiment 5 was designed to test the effect of varying propor­
tions of susceptibility on pathogen yield. Four yield groups resulted 
from the seven treatments (Fig. 18). Most prolific spore production 
occurred in the 100%-susceptible treatment. The 40%-, 60%-, and 80%-
susceptible treatments constituted a less prolific group and yielded 
only little more than half that; of the 100%-susceptible treatment. The 
10%- and 20%,-susceptible treatments formed a still lower yielding group. 
The resistant check X421I yielded the fewest spores and provided a 
measure of interplot and/or extraneous inoculum contamination. 
Blends in the previous experiments all were compounded for 
specific experimental purposes and were exposed to only light amounts 
of initial inoculum. In 1968, for the first time, adequate seed was 
available to experiment with commercially available multilines and 
certain of their components in large plots. Large plots are desirable 
because they more closely approximate farm conditions and, with ade­
quate separation, minimize the "cryptic error" (Van der Plank, 1963) 
and more accurately test for horizontal resistance (resistance to all 
races of the pathogen). 
In selecting components for a commercial multiline, Iowa workers 
use rust data obtained from small plots in single-race rust nurseries 
designed to test for vertical resistance (resistance to some but not all 
races of the pathogen). They assume that immune, resistant, and moder­
ately resistant lines have equal value in a multiline (Browning and Frey, 
1969). Experiment 7 was designed to test this hypothesis by giving a 
measure of the extent to which selected isolines in large plots would 
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support the development of the pathogen on that isoline. The isolines 
previously had been rated as having different reactions to rust (from 
immune to highly susceptible) in single-race rust nurseries. Therein, 
rust spread from an inoculated "spreader" and did not necessarily in­
crease on the test lines. In experiment 7, five pure near-isogenic 
lines were tested under severe epiphytotic conditions induced by a 
single crown rust race, race 290. The immune check cultivar X421I (an 
indicator of interplot and/or extraneous inoculum contamination) yielded 
the fewest spores. X122-12, the susceptible near-isogenic line, yielded 
the most spores. X449I, rated moderately susceptible in small test 
plots, yielded half as many spores as did X422 which was rated moderately 
resistant. Asymptotically, X449I yielded slightly more spores than did 
X104c-7 (which had been rated intermediate in susceptibility between 
X449I and X422), but the epiphytotic evidently progressed more rapidly 
earlier in the season in X449I than in X104c-7 (Fig. 19). 
An experiment (number 8) with commercially available multilines 
and resistant and susceptible isolines also involved severe epiphy­
totic conditions. Crown rust races 216, 290, 264, and 326 were used. 
The susceptible cultivar X122-12 again yielded the most spores and 
the immune cultivar X421I, the fewest. C237-89IV, considered the most 
susceptible line in the early series, yielded about a third fewer spores 
than did X122-12. Curves for Multiline E68, Multiline E69, Multiline 
M68, Multiline M69 and X470I (a resistant early line) crossed and varied 
in slope but grouped with maximum spore yields less than a third of 
that of X122-12 (Fig. 20). 
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Obviously, the severe epiphytotics induced in experiments 7-9 
(only host yield data were taken in experiment 9) were designed to in­
vestigate the effect of heterogeneous host populations on host as well 
as pathogen yields. 
Average collectionaL crown rust urediospore counts 
Histograms that show average collectional crown rust urediospore 
counts/lOO liters of air for experiments 1-5, 7, and 8 are given in 
Figs. 21-27. They, of course, provided the data from which the more 
meaningful and descriptive cumulative curves (Figs. 13-20) were derived. 
Comparison of the two methods of data presentation show the superiority 
of fitted cumulative curves for presentation and analysis of crown rust 
epiphytotics. The histograms, however, better illustrate daily varia­
tions in spore release, the occurrence of such variations in all treat­
ments on the same days, the very slow build-up of rust early in the 
season in the multilines and other resistant cultivars, the waning of 
spore numbers late in the season, and the changes in the daily ranking 
of spore production in comparisons of cultivars during the course of 
epiphytotic development. 
Estimations of parameters M-, M, and K 
Estimations of the parameters p,, M, and K as derived from the 
cumulative fit = F(t) + e^ wherein = the cumulative spore count and 
F(t) = —— are presented in Table 3 for experiments 1-5, 7, 8, 
1 + 3e' '-
and 10. Meanings and derivations of these parameters were presented 
earlier (Fitting Procedures for Curves of Artificially Induced Crown 
Rust Epiphytotics, p. 18). Appropriate standard deviations (S ) are 
? 
given in Tables 4 and 5. Appropriate analyses of variance are given in 
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Table 6. There were significant differences for all three parameters in 
all experiments except experiments 2 and 4, and additionally, for the ti 
parameters in experiments 1 and 7. In general, M and K increased as 
susceptibility increased, and n was reached earlier with increasing 
susceptibility. 
Mathematical and Statistical Characterizations of Curves 
of Artificially Induced Crown Rust Epiphytotics 
Henriquez (1968) showed that the logistic growth model was adequate 
to describe the artificially induced crown rust epiphytotics described 
in my Master of Science thesis (Cournoyer, 1967). The logistic model, 
used in the form Y. = — in this dissertation (and described 
^ 1 +  Be" 
under "Fitting Procedures for Artificially Induced Crown Rust Epiphy­
totics," p. 17) gave reasonably good and consistent fits in 96 applica­
tions when used with my cumulative spore count data (Fig. 28). However, 
because missing data occurred in 1968 and rendered the logistic equa­
tion difficult to fit, four alternative curve fitting techniques were 
tried: a) plotting of daily spore count data y^ and f(t; M-, M, K) when 
these parameters were estimated from the daily spore counts y^ = f(t) + 
e^ (Fig. 29). Fits were unreasonable and residuals varied proportion­
ately with y^. b) To obtain homogeneity of variance, we fit daily spore 
counts and f(t; M, K) when these parameters were estimated by fitting 
log^ ^t ~ log^ [f(t)] + e^ (Fig. 30). Greater homogeneity of variance 
was obtained but predictions wre biased downward considerably. 
Obtaining confident estimates of missing spore count data is dif­
ficult (Henriquez, 1968). Since accumulation of data, a curve-smoothing 
device, approximates the progress of an epiphytotic in nature, and since 
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missing observations generally occurred on rainy days when spore count 
numbers are low (Pady e^ £!.•> 1964; Romig and Dirks, 1966; Rowell and 
Romig, 1966) we henceforth inserted zeroes for missing observations. 
Then, c) we plotted the daily spore count data y^ and f(t; M-, M, K) 
when these parameters were estimated by fitting cumulative spore counts 
Yj_ = F(t) + (Fig. 31). Greater consistency of results occurred but 
the data were underfit generally, d) We plotted cumulative spore 
counts and F(t; p., M, K) when these parameters were estimated by 
fitting daily spore counts y^ = f(t) + (Fig. 32). Variability was 
more uniform, but data were still underfit and fitted asymptotes were 
often higher than cumulative asymptotes. Obviously then, the logistic 
't = 77^7  ^ ' 
l+e K 
undoubtedly gave the most reasonable approximations to the cumulative 
spore count data when and F(t; M-, M, K) were estimated by fitting the 
cumulative spore counts Y^ = F(t) + (Fig. 28). 
wT-.-2.ri c The analysis of variance presented in Table 9 shows that, nen cesc-
ing for linearity between total final cumulative spore counts (added over 
all experiments concerned: 1-3 and 5) and log^g thereof, at different 
proportions of susceptibility in the host populations, the quadratic 
effect after removal of the linear effect, is significant at the 57» level 
when considering total final cumulative spore counts and not the log^^ 
of them. Multilines show no evidence of deviating from this quadratic 
curve. In fact, tests for deviation of the multilines fail to even 
approach significance on the linear or log^g scale. The excellent fit 
to the linear model on the log,„ scale indicates that an appropriate 
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bX 
model for total spore release might be Y.. = a.e e.. wherein Y.. = 
ij 1 iJ ij 
the estimated total spore release on the plot in the i^^ experiment; 
= the mean spore release for the i^^ experiment; = the percentage 
susceptibility on the ij^^ plot; e. . = a random error term such that log 
2 
€\jA:N(0, G ) and b is a constant. 
r. The Apparent Infection Rate of Pathogen Increase/Unit/Day 
Estimates of rates of rust increase/unit/day, r values (Van der 
Plank, 1963) were calculated by using regression coefficients of the 
Y. 
transformation log — wherein Y. = the cumulative daily spore 
n i 
count and a) Y^ = the final cumulative spore count for the indicated ex­
periments and treatments (Fig. 33)and b) Y^ = the final cumulative 
spore count from the epiphytotic of the most susceptible check plot (Fig. 
34). Values for r according to method (a) and standard deviations of 
the means are given in Table 7. These effectively measured the rate at 
which a particular cultivar-pathogen epiphytotic attained its asymptote, 
r values derived according to method (b) and their corresponding 
standard deviations are provided in Table 8. No logical interpretation 
of these values could ba made, especially as related to the respective 
cumulative curves . 
These log^ transformations produced the inverted S-shaped curves 
mentioned earlier under "Characterization of Curves of Artificially 
Induced Crown Rust Epiphytotics," p. 2. In Figs. 33 and 34A, a highly 
inverted S is obvious with 18 days of sampling time. The amplitude of 
this inversion diminishes as the length of the sampling time (and con­
sequently, a more complete observation of an epiphytotic, especially to 
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the extent of attainment of its asymptote [perhaps a theoretical concept 
generally not achieved in nature]) increased. Practically no inversion 
is evident in Figs. 33 and 34D with 33 days of sampling time. 
Host Yield Data 
Host yield data for the indicated experiments and treatments are 
summarized in histograms in Figs. 35-37 and detailed in Table 10. The 
corresponding analyses of variance are given in Table 11. Significant 
differences among treatments occurred in experiments 3, 7, 8 and 9 but 
not in experiments 1, 4 and 5. 
Statistical Regressions and Correlations 
Regressions of final cumulative spore counts on percentage susceptibility 
Final cumulative spore counts/100 liters of air regressed on 
percentage susceptibility in the respective experiments are shown in 
Figs. 38 and 39. The standard deviation of Y (final cumulative spore 
count) holding X (percentage susceptibility) constant is also given. 
Significance occurred in all four experiments indicating that variation 
in percentage susceptibility does contribute to variation in the final 
cumulative spore count (Table 12). In experiments 1, 2, and 3, the 
fitted regression lines fit the 2-component blend data points (the 
closed circles) fairly well. The multiline 3-component blends (the open 
circles) lie fairly distant from the fitted lines in experiments 1 and 
2, but less so in experiment 3. In experiment 5, data points for 07»-, 
10%-; and 80%-susceptibility lie most distant from the fitted line. In 
all experiments, the data points for 100%-susceptibility lie above the 
fitted line. 
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Correlations relating to host yield, pathogen yield, rust severity and 
coefficients of crown rust infection 
Simple correlations were made between host yield and pathogen yield 
data (final cumulative spore counts/treatment). The resulting r values 
are given in Table 13. The values ranged from r = -0.79 to r = -0.94. 
All were statistically significant except for the r value from experi­
ment 4. A multiple correlation coefficient, was derived for 
the three variables: host yield, pathogen yield (final cumulative 
spore counts), and coefficients of crown rust infection for the four 
plots (representing all treatments except the resistant check) in experi­
ment 3. An Ry value of 0.97 was obtained. In experiment 5, estimates 
of rust percentage were determined on the basis of the susceptible check 
(assumed to be 100% severely infected) and averaged over replications. 
An R^ of 0.89 was obtained when correlating the three variables: 
percentage rust severity, host yield, and pathogen yield. F tests 
showed both R^^ ^ ^  values to be significant at the 1% level. 
J - — — 
Computer-illustrâtion of rust estimations 
A computer-illustration (performed by Cal-Comp on the IBM 360/65 
system) diagrammatically illustrates the rust estimates made in experi­
ment 5 (Fig. 40). It is obvious that rust was considerably more severe 
and widespread as percentage susceptibility increased in the treatments. 
Urediospore-Uredia Correlations 
In experiment 5, a study was made to correlate urediospore numbers 
in the air with resultant numbers of uredia on seedling trap plants of 
different cultivars, including Markton. A probability plot of normalized 
residuals (residuals regressed on ordered statistics from the standard 
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normal curve) confirms that spores induce pustule formation on the uni­
versal suscept Markton according to the model: log^[log^(Y+l)+l] = 3q 
+ @^X + e wherein Y = pustules/leaf and X = spore concentration in the 
air (Fig. 41). The F test for regression indicated high significance 
o^ '^ 1 
at the 17o level. The model can be written as log^(Y^j + 1) = e i i 
log X. + e.. B log X. 3. 
^ ^ - l = C . e  ®  ^ M ' . . - 1 = C . X .  ^  -  1  w h e r e i n  C  =  
1 ij 1 J ij i 
e °i and m-. . = e . Therefore, e -1 = e - 1. 
ij 
Concerning urediospore-uredia correlations on the different culti-
vars, the main conclusion was that the higher the spore concentration in 
the air, the higher the number of resultant pustules on the plants. 
Variability of data was tremendous, but certain fitting techniques 
indicated a relationship similar to that described in the above model. 
The particular model for race 213A on Ascencao is log^(Y^ + 1) = 
(1.0329)X (°-0351) _ race 295 on Clinton x P.I. 267989: 
loggCY^xpi + 1) = (1.177)X (°-1^51) _ race 321 on Saia: log^(Y^ + 1) 
= (1.1956)X (0.0613) _ and for race 326 on Clintland 64: log^(Y^^ 1) 
/n 1 c*3i \ 
= (1.2967)X - 1. 
Rust Race Survey 
The random sampling of leaves from experiments 1-5 and 10 indicated 
extremely little (1967) and no (1968) extraneous inoculum in the experi­
mental areas. 
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Diurnal Periodicity 
Hourly means of 24 hr sequentially sampled crown rust urediospore 
concentrât ions/lOO liters of air are given in Fig. 42. An approxima­
tion of a'hormal"curve is obvious over the entire spore sampling period. 
As well,'Viormal"curves are approximated in each 24 hr period. Daily and 
hourly variations are great. Mean hourly spore counts averaged over 
days are given in Fig. 43. A definite peak of spore release is evident 
between 1000-1100 hr CDT. Spore numbers evidently remained high during 
early afternoons but were very low during the night hr. Fig. 42 
shows that spore numbers during night hr are proportional to the 
magnitude of spore production during the day. Statistical treatment 
of these data is given under "On Diurnal Periodicity," in Discussion, 
p. 52. 
Race Competition 
A major question in multiline theory is the effect of a hetero­
geneous host population on the pathogen population, ultimately leading 
to speculation that the more complex races, possibly even super races, 
may arise. This study, therefore, was designed to investigate mixtures 
of crown rust races in mixed populations. Data were collected by 
counting pustules produced on trap plants inserted into wire cylinders 
at two locations in each 50 x 50 ft plot. Location 1 was 4 ft N of 
the plot center, and location 2 was 13 ft NE of the plot center. Pustule 
numbers were averaged over leaf numbers for each location in each plot. 
Four general trends are obvious (Figs. 49-54) in data from experi-
raents 1, 3, and 5: a) rust increased more rapidly near the plot center 
(location 1) than at the more distal sampling location (location 2); 
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b) rust increased with increasing amounts of susceptibility in the treat­
ments; c) pustule counts/cultivar/sampling date often varied together; 
and d) the amount of rust generally declined sharply toward host maturity 
and the final sampling dates. In experiment 1 (Fig. 49), however, pustule 
counts generally increased on the final sampling date but decreased 
sharply on the next to final sampling date. 
In experiments 1 and 3, Markton, susceptible to all three races used, 
generally supported the most pustules, although Landhafer, susceptible 
to 290, often supported nearly as many pustules. Victoria, susceptible 
to 216, supported fewer pustules, and Saia, susceptible to 205, supported 
the fewest. Composite graphs for experiments 1 and 3 (Figs. 50 and 52, 
respectively) illustrate pustule count averages/leaf added over both 
treatments and locations. These graphs show the order of rust race 
activity as indicated by the given trap plants to be: races 205, 216, 
and 290 on Markton > 290 on Landhafer > 216 on Victoria > 205 on Saia. 
Synchronous variation/cultivar/samp1ing date is obvious as in the non-
composite graphs (Figs. 49 and 51). Visual comparisons indicate that 
the multilines generally supported less rust than did the 2S:1R treat­
ment, but more than did the 1S:2R treatment. 
The same general trends are again obvious in experiment 5 (Fig. 
53) although the 60S, 80S, and lOOS treatments produced relatively sim­
ilar results. The composite graph for experiment 5 (Fig. 54) shows 
that race 326 on Clintland 64 produced the most pustules, especially on 
the earlier sampling dates. Race 295 on Clinton x P.I. 267989 produced 
comparable quantities on the later sampling dates. Race 213A on Ascencao 
produced the least number of pustules, and race 321 on Saia produced an 
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intermediate amount. 
The process of taking average numbers of pustules/leaf success­
fully portrays "average trends" over time, but is limited in value be­
cause data then are not considered on a common basis. Consequently, I 
used the mathematical model presented by Mode (1958) to obtain S-values, 
selection coefficients that indicate the selection advantages of races 
(having different reproductive rates) in mixtures, and here, as measured 
on the indicated trap plants. The S-values obtained for experiments 1, 
3, and 5 are presented in Table 14. In experiment 1 (early lines) S-
values for race 290 on Landhafer > 216 on Victoria > 205 on Saia. In 
experiment 3 (midseason lines), race 216 on Victoria > 290 on Landhafer 
>205 on Saia. In experiment 5 (midseason lines), 295 on Clinton x 
P.I. 267989 > 326 on Clintland 64 > 321 on Saia > 213Â on Ascencao. 
These conclusions closely resemble those presented using the 
"averaging" technique. Differences lie in the fact that Mode's (1958) 
model is genetic in nature and implies a stable population which is not 
representative of my experimentation. 
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DISCUSSION 
On Pathogen Yields 
Experiments 1-3 and 10 were similar in design and treatment alloca­
tion. All four experiments produced similar results except that in 
experiment 10, the 3-componenC blend produced fewer spores than it did 
in experiments 1-3. This was due to more resistance being incorporated 
into the blend than was intended. Host reactions to the given races 
(i.e., the experimental plan) were based primarily on available seedling 
reaction data. A later synthesis of adult plant field readings and adult 
plant greenhouse testing gave the parenthetical (and occasionally dis­
crepant) data provided in Table 1. Generally speaking, the designated 
treatment allocations were reasonably correct but I feel that they 
should be interpreted in a "plus or minus" connotation. Consequently, 
the production of spores by the 3R:0S treatments (Figs. 13-16) may be 
due to the presence of a degree of susceptibility as well as to inter-
plot movement of spores. I arbitrarily chose 50 ft as being a feasible 
distance of plot separation but, as Van der Plank (1963), I question the 
ultimate validity of plot separation when dealing with airborne spores. 
The amount of plot separation required, especially when considering 
relatively even terrain, varies with the level of inoculum in the air. 
Conditions for spore liberation and collection were obviously superior 
in 1967 than in 1968, and considerably greater quantities of spores 
were collected in the former year (400,000/100 liters of air in experi­
ment 3, Fig. 15, vs. 3500/100 liters of air in experiment 5, Fig. 18) 
even though amounts of original inoculum were the same in the mentioned 
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experiments. In the 1967 experiments, the spores collected adjacent 
to the 3R:0S treatments were consistently about one third of that from 
the 0R:3S treatment. This suggests that in 1967 there was considerable 
interplot movement of spores and that a 50 ft plot separation was not 
adequate. However, in 1968, the quantity of spores harvested adjacent 
to the resistant check plots in experiments 5, 7, and 8, was consistently 
only about one-tenth of the yield from the susceptible check. Further­
more, as a critical examination of the resistant check plots toward host 
maturity revealed an absolute absence of rust, I feel that the curves 
apparent for the totally resistant treatments in 1968 serve as a measure 
of interplot contamination by inoculum. This indicates that under certain 
conditions, a 50 ft barrier between plots is adequate. Cumulative spore 
yield curves from 1967 and 1968 experiments showed similar degrees of 
differences among treatments. As noted earlier, too, only light epiphy-
totics were induced in experiments 1-5 and 10 in order to prolong spore 
sampling and better study rust development by spore trapping. In experi­
ments 7-9, on the other hand, severe epiphytotics were induced in order 
to investigate the effect of heterogeneous host populations on host 
yield as well as on pathogen yield. 
The technique of controlling the severity of the epiphytotic by 
varying the amount of initial inoculum, according to the objective of 
the experiment, was very successful. It is noteworthy to mention that 
in 1967, I planted corn (DeKalb XL45) among experimental plots as a means 
of reducing interplot movement of spores. This purpose was not achieved 
completely because conditions did not permit the corn to grow sufficiently 
rapidly; but the corn undoubtedly was as effective as resistant oats (if 
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not more so because, by the end of sampling time, the corn was higher 
than the oats), and I would recommend its use to reduce, as much as 
possible with a growing crop, interplot spore contamination. 
In experiment 4 (Master's II) different races and midseason 
rather than early oat lines were used. In Master's I, the pure line 
cultivar attacked by either one or six rust races produced considerably 
more spores than did the 7-component multiline cultivar attacked by 
either one or six races of rust. In the pure line cultivar, the single 
race attained more growth than did the six races whereas the reverse 
occurred for the multiline. In Master's II, however, the pure line 
attacked by six races attained the most growth while the multiline with 
six races attained less growth. The pure line-single race treatment 
produced an amount of spores comparable to the multiline-single race 
treatment. As is obvious in the M and K parameters presented for ex­
periment 4 in Table 3, there were great discrepancies between replica­
tions for the pure line- and multiline-single race treatments. It 
must be said, however, that considerable variation often occurred 
among replications in all experiments. To not have expected this would 
have meant to expect every introduced pustule and its progeny to survive 
and progress equally well. This would be a denial of proven micro-
climatical variation. At face value, however, it would appear that the 
multiline supported as much rust as did the pure line when infected with 
race 326. Whether the discrepancies between Master's I and Master's II 
are due to different biological systems operating (early lines and the 
less-aggressive race 264 and midseason lines with the more aggressive 
race 326) or to interactions of each or both of these with the apparently 
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different environmental conditions that occurred during the two years, 
or to other factors, I strongly suggest that the experiment be re­
peated and preferably more than once. Discussion of experiment 4 cannot 
be terminated without mentioning that Master's II was located directly 
N and parallel to an E-W railroad track (Fig. 4). The frequent passage 
of rapidly moving trains along that double track conceivably could have 
created unnatural air eddies and currents that could have interfered 
with the "normal environment" of an experimental area, especially the 
natural spore distribution system. 
Cumulative spore curves for experiments 5, 7, and 8 (Figs. 18-20) 
are self-explanatory. It is noteworthy that spore sampling continued a 
good week or more beyond the time when a farmer would have windrowed 
his oats prior to combining. The occasional build-up of rust during 
the final collecting days is not unusual. Suneson (1960) states that 
"plants can tolerate a lot of rust near maturity." An additional reason 
could be rust development on tillers. We assume that such discrepancies 
as the 1R:2S treatment bar for 3 June 1967 and the 3R:0S treatment bar 
for 16 July 1967 as seen in Fig. 22 are due to experimental and sampling 
error (spore counting, transcription of data, etc.). 
In experiment 7, five near-isogenic lines were subjected to severe 
epiphytotics of crown rust race 290 to see if isolines rated immune (I), 
resistant (R), moderately resistant (MR), moderately susceptible (MS) 
and susceptible (S) in experiments designed to test for vertical re­
sistance (VR) would support comparable quantities of rust in an experiment 
designed to identify population (or horizontal) resistance (Browning and 
Frey, 1969). Three of the isolines (X122-12, previously rated S; X104c-7, 
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rated MR; and X421I, rated I) supported rust build-up, as measured by 
spore yield, approximately with their previous ratings. Two lines 
(X449I, rated MS; and X422, rated MR), however, deviated from their 
previous ratings. Race 290 on X449I produces telia early in the season. 
This would not interfere with its MS rating based on percentage of 
leaf area covered in small plots, but would prevent rust from increasing 
on it in an experiment designed to test for population resistance. The 
previous rating of MR for X422 may have been in error. In 1969, it was 
rated MS to race 290, which parallels its performance in experiment 7. 
Also, X422 possesses the Victoria resistance to race 290. Aegricorpi 
on Victoria sporulate almost normally for a time before necrosis sets 
in. Apparently, a line with Victoria resistance may support more rust 
than previously realized. If telia had been allowed for on X449I, the 
large-plot performance of four of the five lines in this experiment 
could have been predicted from small plots. This is encouraging, es­
pecially considering that one of them, X449I. possesses a strictly adult-
plant type of resistance (from P.I. 174544). Since large plots are ex­
pensive and difficult to study, additional work should be done in 
correlating, if possible, host-pathogen performance in large vs. small 
plots. The extent to which such knowledge would aid in predicting the 
contribution of a given line to the population resistance of a multi­
line cultivar also should be investigated. 
The analysis of variance of final cumulative spore counts (and not 
log^Q final cumulative spore counts) at different levels of susceptibility 
showed the quadratic effect after removal of the linear effect to be 
significant at the 5% level. The curvatures of these associations are 
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obvious in Figs. 37 and 38. This contradicts Leonard's (1969a) results 
that showed a linear relationship between amount of stem rust build-up 
and proportion of susceptible plants in a susceptible: resistant oat 
mixture. It is noteworthy that he derived this relationship from non-
inoculated plots, and since he used a random complete block design, his 
source of inoculum was obviously diffuse, a fact that could be expected 
to give rise to a monomolecular curve. (Also, he physically entered the 
plots to count pustules, thereby disturbing the natural progress of the 
epiphytotic and plausibly invalidating all further data taken from those 
plots and also, theories established therefrom.) It seems contradictory 
that Leonard apparently believes and does cite several authors who have 
shown that susceptible plants in a mixture are not damaged as severely 
by rust as when they are planted in pure stands. This is, of course, 
an underlying theory of the multiline hypothesis as a means of disease 
control. Therefore, it is ray opinion that Leonard found a linear re­
lationship only because he was observing the epiphytotic (by counting 
pustules) during the very early logarithmic phase of the logistic curve. 
He indicated that he used 10 pustules/culm to indicate 1% rust, and the 
maximum number of pustules that he counted was 56/culm. Therefore, on 
those plants, disease proportions had attained approximately the 5% level. 
We found that the most powerful test for linearity or lack of it 
was provided by combining data over experiments (1-3 and 5). However, 
at the initiating of spore sampling, each experiment had a different 
intercept on the Y axis (final cumulative spore counts). Furthermore, 
wide differences in final cumulative spore counts were obtained in each 
experiment, so no assumption of homogeneity of variance could be justified. 
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Although there is no exact probabilistic basis for tests for curvature, 
curvature obviously exists, and we are reasonably confident in our model 
and tests for significance resulting from the analysis of variance. 
On use of regression lines vs. cumulative curves 
As indicated under "Characterization of Curves of Artificially In­
duced Crown Rust Epiphytotics," p. 2, many authors whose data provided 
sigmoid curves generally found these difficult to fit experimental 
data to, and consequently fit regression lines. A regression line, how­
ever, simply deals with a statistical law that holds on the average. 
In terms of biological interpretation, regression lines are minimally 
meaningful. At best, one parameter, such as Van der Plank's (1963) 
r value, can be calculated. It is my opinion that models should be 
derived (admitting that they may represent oversimplifications of the 
biological system and only can be approximated by the experimental data) 
that have biological meaning. Such ambitions lead to non-linear models 
which are indeed difficult to solve, but their solution is made easier 
with the use of computers. My accumulated spore count curves illustrate 
rather precisely estimated measurements of actual biological phenomena 
as they occurred in nature and consequently should be analyzed in their 
entirety. I feel that the li, M, and K parameters derived and presented 
in this dissertation do provide insight into the dynamics of oat 
cultivar-rust race systems. Other parameters could be derived. 
On M-, M, and K parameters 
The M-, M, and K parameters (Table 3) showed significant differences 
among treatments in all experiments except numbers 2 and 4 and additionally, 
the M- parameter in experiments 1 and 7. In considering experiment 2, 1 
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attribute the lack of significance to a generally poor stand of early-
maturing oats on obviously marginal soil. Also, it is obvious from 
Fig. 14 that the spore counts obtained in experiment 2 are not comparable 
to those obtained in the other 1967 experiments (Figs. 13, 15, and 16). 
In considering the M- parameter in experiments 1 and 7, experiment 1 
constituted pure and mixed near-isogenic lines and experiment 7, mid-
season near-isogenic pure lines, so the p parameter could well be ex­
pected to be non-significant. 
I feel that the p., M, and K parameters are biologically signifi­
cant and descriptive in scope because they describe three very impor­
tant aspects of the consequences of disease development as shown in 
the sigmoid curves (Figs. 13-20) for various treatments. 
On Mathematical and Statistical Characterization of 
and Fitting Procedures for Curves of Artificially 
Induced Crown Rust Epiphytotics 
clx 
A basic description of the logistic curve is = bx (1-x). In 
d.x 
speaking of disease proportions, refers to the infinitisimally 
small change in x (amount of disease) with respect to time t. b refers 
to a rate of growth and 1 refers to 100%. In speaking of spore numbers, 
the basic logistic equation could be written as ^3 ~ aY(K-Y) wherein Y 
refers to the cumulative spore count, a refers to a rate of growth, and 
K refers to the upper asymptote of the cumulative curve at infinite 
time. Taking the simple first order derivative of theequation = y(k^y) ' 
Integrating the left portion of the equation with respect to Y, and 
the right portion with respect to t, = - log^ = at + C. 
1 K-Y Multiplying by - — = log^ —-— = Kat - KC for which the antilog = 
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= e = BC or g = and a = Ka. Therefore, 
- c^ t - #t: 
K - Y = Y@e . Solving for Y = (1 + Se ) = K; therefore, Y = 
—— which, when transformed to use the M-, M, and K parameters 
1 + Be" 
(derivations of which are provided under "Fitting Procedures for Curves 
of Artificially Induced Crown Rust Epiphytotics," p. 17) gives Y = 
1 + «-
, which is the form of the logistic equation used in 
this dissertation and which describes a three-parameter S-shaped curve. 
The derivative of Y = — — with respect to t yields the form y = 
1 + B e "  t 
-Oft 
—îj— which forms a "normal" curve (in that it is symmetrical 
[1 + 
and bell-shaped) and from which the peak of spore production (or M = 
mode) can be obtained. Equating the second derivative of the equation 
to 0 and solving for t which would occur whenever the slope of the 
curve was 0, + and p, thereby providing an estimate of the time 
of maximum spore release (or maximum growth rate). M, then, was 
^ d.Y i 
evaluated at t = p; i.e., M = ,^ I or when y. (the daily spore 
at t—[i 1 
n 
count) = the maximum provided 0 ^  i ^ n and K = Z y. wherein y. = 
i=l ^ ^ 
th 
the daily spore count or 0 if the i*" observation was missing. As stated 
earlier, these are considered biologically informative parameters in 
epiphytology. 
We know, of course, that a reasonable criterion for a best fit is 
a minimization of the sums of squares of deviation of observed points 
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^ 2 from a straight-line moving average; i.e., 2(Y-Y) . In a linear model, 
this is an easier process because the normal equations for estimating 
the parameters are also linear; This is not so for our non-linear 
models. However, by taking and expanding into the Taylor Series 
i 
around the last previous estimates of 3, a set of linear equations is 
obtained which, when set to 0, are solvable. 
Since missing data (which are almost inevitable during any lengthy 
field sampling experiment) posed the greatest problem in fitting the 
logistic, a reasonable technique to try in the future to ameliorate 
the logistic fit is this: Choose 6 > 0. If sample x^^ were missing, 
estimate it by a real reasonable number. Then, fit F(t; x^^^) and 
continue doing so until [SS^ - SS„ ] < 6 , Basically, this 
*ton (n+1) 
would be an iterative process of providing a "best" first guess for the 
missing sample which would give a decreasing function of SS and which 
ultimately would provide a best fit. Additionally, the function proposed 
by Richards(1959) is a generalization of the logistic equation and has 
considerable flexibility and therefore potentially wide use in empirical 
botanical studies. Consideration of it in data such as mine might be 
useful. 
Mention was made in "Review of Literature," p. 3, that there often 
occurs an early-appearing "hump" on many cumulative data curves (Figs. 
11-13, 15-18 in this dissertation as well as in the literature; e.g., 
Romig and Dirks, 1965). This may represent a previously unrecognized 
biological phenomenon. Although I personally offer no suggestion to ex­
plain this curvature, Broyles (1955), in a study of four biotypes of 
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P. graminis tritici, noted that the fungus appeared to alternate be­
tween periods of vegetative growth and sporulation, and that 63% of all 
spores ever produced from pustules were produced during the first 10 
days. If this is a general phenomenon of nature, it could explain the 
described curvature. 
On r. The Apparent Infection Rate of Pathogen Increase/ 
Unit/Day 
The r values presented in Table 7 are purported to indicate apparent 
rates of pathogen increase/unit/day. The concept is Van der Plank's 
X (1963) who states that r = the regression coefficient of log 
e i-X 
wherein X = the amount of disease and 1 = 100% infection. A problem 
arises, however, in applying the log^ transformation to spore count 
data since knowledge of "1" is not possible. Therefore, I first took 
Y. 
r = the regression coefficient of log^ ——— wherein Y = the 
n i 
cumulative daily spore count/replication and Y^ = the final cumulative 
spore count/replication. The validity of this technique. I feel, is two­
fold: a) disease development and spore production are correlated, and 
b) spore numbers, measured objectively and efficiently, are more 
accurate than subjective visual observations and disease severity 
ratings (Horsfall and Barratt, 1945). The difficulties inherent in the 
art of visual ratings are compounded in heterogeneous populations. As 
indicated earlier, this transformation approaches straightening the 
sigmoid curves as the epiphytotic is observed more completely. The fact 
that inverted S curves often appeared in the literature concerning data 
based on visual estimations and ratings helps establish the error innate 
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in those systems; e.g., the natural senescence of leaves biases readings 
when attempts are made to rate degrees of infection late in the season. 
It appears that epiphytotics generally were not observed to their 
culmination. (Of course, not beginning observations early enough would 
have the same effect on straightening the line with the log^ transforma­
tion.) However, since Y varies from treatment to treatment, indeed, 
n 
from replication to replication, the resulting r values are not 
comparable to Van der Plank's r. These r values effectively measured 
the rate at which each cultivar-pathogen epiphytotic approached its 
asymptote. 
I then attempted to more closely approximate Van der Plank's 
(1963) r by equivacating = the final cumulative spore count from 
the most susceptible cultivar-pathogen system = "1". Biologically, 
this seems a very sound procedure, if not more realistic than Van der 
Plank's 1, for achievement of 1 is theoretical and dependent on 
environmental conditions. However, since my resulting r values showed 
no indication of biological interpretation in light of the correspond­
ing cumulative curves, my feeling at this time is that Van der Plank's 
r value is good conceptually but not practically. Further studies will 
be made to better understand this discrepancy of thought. 
Alternative interpretation and observation concerning r are given 
by Romig and Dirks (1966) and Burleigh e_t (1969)(see "r. The 
Apparent Infection Rate of Pathogen Increase/Unit/Day," p. 5 ). 
Van der Plank's (1963) alternate method of calculating r: r = 
I . X^d-Xj) 
J. — log^ ^ (1-X ) wherein t^ - t^ simply refers to the time in­
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terval between two random sampling dates, and X refers to the amount of 
disease at t^ and t^, respectively, is sensitive to random variation and 
provides no estimate of error. His best estimate of r could presumably 
be obtained by sampling at the extreme ends of the sampling period. A 
better estimate of r is obtained by the least squares method (which we 
used), minimizing the sums of squares of deviations from the fitted curve 
over a range of t values. 
On Host Yields 
Host yield data showed significant differences among treatments in 
experiments 3, and 7-9 (Figs. 34-36 and Table 8). Lack of significant 
differences in experiment 1 is probably due to rust-escape of the early 
lines, and in experiments 4 and 5, to the delay in significant rust 
build-up (obvious in Figs. 17 and 18). As mentioned previously, only 
experiments 7-9 were designed for exposure to early and abundant inoculum 
sufficient to cause depression in host yields. 
On Statistical Correlations and Regressions 
Significant simple correlations were obtained between host and 
pathogen yield data (Table 13). The lack of significance in experiment 
4 probably is attributable to the discrepancies in spore count data 
between replications in the pure line- and multiline-single race 
treatments (see parameters M and K in Table 3). 
The significant multiple correlation coefficient (R^ 0.97 
among the three variables: host yield, pathogen yield, and coefficient 
of crown rust (percentage severity x a pustule-type rating from 0.1 to 
1.0) infection obtained or the basis of the Kodochrome transparencies 
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taken in experiment 3 reflect the high degree of closeness with which 
these variables vary. The value of 0.89 obtained among the three 
variables: percentage rust severity as estimated in terms of the sus­
ceptible check, host yield, and pathogen yield is lower, but also is 
significant. As Murphy e_t al. (1940) showed that the coefficient of 
crown rust infection gave a better correlation with host yield than did 
percentage rust alone, I expected a lower value for data obtained 
in experiment 5. 
On Race Competition 
The greatest problem underlying my race competition studies is 
that of unknown and innate differences in the infectibility of the 
trap plants used. Indications of these differences could be determined 
by settling tower experiments, but resulting data would not necessarily 
correlate with corresponding results in the field. (As shown under 
"Urediospore-Uredia Correlations," p. 32, definite relationships be­
tween numbers of urediospores in the air and resultant pustules on 
the differential cultivars used as trap plants could not be determined.) 
The reader is referred to the complexities involved with race competi­
tion investigations indicated under "Race Competition," p. 34. An 
improvement over my race competition methodology would be the use of 
near-isogenic lines as trap plants, preferably in conjunction with 
single pustule isolations to differential cultivars. However, on the 
basis of these data, Markton, the universal suscept in experiments 1 
and 3, did not support many more pustules than did Landhafer and/or 
the other cultivar pustule counts summed together. These results sup­
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port Leonard's (1969a) findings that stem rust races 6F and 7A produced 
fewer pustules on a susceptible cultivar than when these races were in­
creased separately in host mixtures with corresponding proportions of 
susceptibility. Also, race 205 produces telia relatively early in the 
season. This probably accounts for its apparent lack of activity, al­
though more pustules were produced on Saia in experiment 3, with mid-
season lines, than in experiment 1, with early lines. In experiment 5, 
there was no universal suscept and race 213A does not always produce 
pustules on Ascencao even under ideal conditions (M. D. Simons, Iowa 
State University, personal communication, 1968). 
The method of using average numbers of uredia/leaf/cultivar is 
limited in value but does show trends of the various race x cultivar 
interactions over time. Numerous attempts to find suitable statistical 
models for the analysis of these data on ratio or proportion bases 
were unsuccessful. The model proposed by Mode (1958) provided rather 
meaningful S-values, selection coefficients of races in mixtures when 
these races have different reproductive rates. However, it is 
basically a genetic model that assumes existence of a stable population; 
hence. Mode's (1958) (1-S) correction factor for different rates of re­
production. (1 assumes genetic stability according to the Hardy-
Weinberg Law.) Population stability does not describe disease, and 
consequently pathogen increase over time. The variability of environ­
mental conditions and its effect on both spore production, release, and 
successful pustule induction further compounds a reliable study of race 
competition by the trap plant method under field conditions. 
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The major discrepancy between results from the two methods of 
analyzing the race competition data is that, in the S-value method, 
race 290 on Landhafer appears to be the most aggressive single race 
whereas race 216 on Victoria appears to be the most aggressive in ex­
periment 3 (midseason lines). A similar phenomenon was observed by 
Irish (1950) who found that in a mixture of four wheat leaf rust races, 
race 15 was the best competitor in a 7-generation experiment, but in 
a 10-generation experiment, it had disappeared by the ninth generation. 
On Diurnal Periodicity 
Deriving a statistical model that would describe the periodicity 
of P. coronata avenae spore release, here, from a susceptible:resistant 
blend of oats inoculated with crown rust race 290, was suggested by a 
visual observation of the daily data collected over a 19 day sampling 
period (missing data occurred from 0900 hr June 29 — 2100 CDT July 1, 
1968 (Fig. 42). The model should predict a low concentration of spores 
in the early morning and evening hr, a sharp increase in mid-morning, 
maintenance of a high plateau from about 0900-1800 hr, and a sharp drop 
in the late afternoon. The model also should be sufficiently flexible 
to detect other periods of the day when the data were either consistently 
high or low. We first thought that the daily periodicity would follow 
the general curve of the derivative of the logistic curve and that, due 
to the suggested interaction of spore release and environmental condi­
tions, autocorrelative multiplicative errors would be existent. With 
these considerations, a reasonable model would be: 
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= f(T)e \ - ®K> + 
^ ' " Vl + S 
wherein T = hr since initiation of sampling; 
t = T mod 24 (hr/day); 
- the spore release at time T; 
4 M e ^ f(t) = where M, and K are the unknown 
® (I -
and 
K 
1 + e 
constants presented under "Fitting Procedures for Curves 
of Artificially Induced Crown Rust Epiphytotics," p. 17; 
6 = the unknown angle of shift from the frequency 
K TT t „ 
-^2—; K = an integer; 
= the unknown error at time T; 
p = the autocorrelative correlation coefficient; 
2 2 
» NID(0,c ) and ct is unknown. 
From the trigonometric identity: 
cos(x-y) = cos X cos y + sin x sin y is obtained 
"k - V ° "K ®K + "K \ 
K TT t 
sin -2 
wherein 
K TT t , , . K TT t 
= <==>= -Ï2— + 1>K sin -jj— 
a = o: cos 8 and b = or sin 0 and K = l, 2., — 12. 
Jv K, K IV K. K. 
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h^2 can = 0 since sin tt t = 0 and t = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 23. f(T) could 
be approximated by a normal equation; e.g., f(t). But 
Q(T) 
f(t) = e 
wherein Q is a quadratic in T. So if f(t) is used instead of f(t), and 
for ease of computation, 
Q(T) = B,T + - 310)2, 
the following equation is obtained. 
12 
loggY^ = + e^T + B^CT - 310)2 ^ cos 
+ b sin Y ^ ^ (310 approximates the mode). 
K IZ T 
But an examination of the residuals showed that the time trend (the over­
lying curve. Fig. 42) had not been removed. Furthermore, since there is 
no reason to believe that spore release over time is symmetric about the 
mode (as is implied in the logistic curve but not in the Richards (1959) 
curve, we took 
W(T) = (T - 310)2 ^ Q. otherwise, T ^  310 
and used the model 
2 
leg + B^T Bjd - 310) + Z_[-K 12 
K—1 
+ b^ sin ] + W(T) + . 
This model gives a natural order for a testing procedure. The fre­
quency TT is essentially error whereas the frequency (2400 hr) re­
presents a period of one day. Our procedure therefore was to test 
. a ^ _ — 0 vs. H. • (a ^ , b ^ , ..., a ^ ^ , b^^, a^_) i.e., null 
<• A Jk. X. *. A. 2. A, ^ ^ 
vectors of 23 zeroes. If n„ is reiected. K. is accented. If K- is 
"o " • • °b 
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not rejected, the SS due to tt with error are pooled and : (a^^, 
= 02 : (a^, b^, ... a^^, b^^) 0^2 tested. If is re­
jected, H is accepted. If H is not rejected, testing is continued 
Ai 
in a similar manner: : (a , b ) = 0 vs. H. : (a , b , — a , 
°12-K ^ ^ 2 ^12-K ^ ^ ^ 
b^) i" 0_^ until a hypothesis is rejected. 
K ZK 
An analysis of variance of the testing of trigonometric frequencies 
using the sequentially-sampled data is given in Table 16. The fre­
quency 1/2 TT (0400) was significant at the 0.05 level and both 1/6 tt 
(1200) and 1/12 tt (2400)were significant at the 0.01 level. 1/2 tt was, 
of course, expected (see Pady e_t al_. 1964, and Fig. 42). However, 
significance of 1/2 tt was not expected in the absence of 5/12 tt, 1/3 tr , 
and 1/4 tt . With present knowledge, there is no biological reason to 
expect a 4 hr period of spore release, nor periods of 4.8, 6, or 8 hr. 
The following two models are presented, therefore, for comparison. 
Model I (Fig. 44A) : log^ = -1.277742 +0.015830T - 0.000165(T - 310)^+ 
2 
0.000178V((T)+ Z (a^ cos ^ b^ sin ^ ) 
K=1 
"2 p = 0.6466 CT = 0.9938 
a^= -1.512300 b^ = -0.740921 
3^= 0.363314 bg = -0.210442 
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Model II (Fig. 44C) : log^ Y.^. = -1.310942 + 0.015968 - 0.000168(T-310) + 
0.000182W(T) + Z cos ^ \ sin 
p = 0.6466 
K=1 
0^ = 0.9526 
= -1.516623 = -0.736836 
a = 0.354376 b  =  -0 .211208  
a = 0.028304 b^ = 0.231497 
= -0.202068 b, = 0.024809 
4 
a^ = 0.072406 b^ = 0.102222 
a, = 0.089021 
D 
b. = 0.161727 
D 
If S (t) = Z [a cos 
^ K=1 ^ 
and 
6 ^ 
S-(t) = Z [a cos 
2 K=1 ^ 
K rr t 
12 
K TT t 
12 
+ sin 
+ b sin 
K TT t 
12 
K 
12 
] , 
we note that Model I [S,(t)] has only one maxinrom and one minimum (Fig. 
44A). The maximum value occurs at t = 1242 and the minimum occurs at 
t = 0328. Thus, use of Model I in the absence of any time trend would 
predict that the maximum release for any given day would occur at 1225 
and that the minimum would occur at 0317. On the arithmetic scale 
(Fig. 44B) the curve stays relatively low through the early morning 
hr until about 0900 at which time it rises sharply until it attains the 
midday peak. Thenceforth, it descends more gradually than does the 
log^ form. Model II [s^^t)] (Fig. 44C) on the other hand, has four 
local maxima and minima with the maximum daily release occurring at 1241 
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and the minimum at 0322. So use of Model II would predict maximum spore 
release at 1225 and minimum release at 0313 hr. Prediction of a very 
high concentration of spores in the air would occur from 0900-1800 hr. 
Interestingly, small concentrations of spores are obvious near 2000 and 
near 0030 (similar to reports by Pady e_t 1964). Although it is not 
as smooth in appearance. Model II (Fig. 44C which incorporates 95% con­
fidence limits) would seem to be the more reasonable model. Plotting of 
it on the arithmetic scale is shown in Fig. 44D. Furthermore, the lack 
of a predicted maximum near midnight in Model I and the presence of the 
gradually tapering tail in the evening suggest that the frequency —^ 
has been shifted to account for the large concentration of spores re­
leased in the early morning. This is, in fact, what has happened (Fig. 
44A). Thus, we have evidence that is important. In the absence of 
—^ provides asymmetry instead of a secondary peak at midnight. 
The frequencies and although not significant in them­
selves, do serve to widen the midday mode and make the slopes steeper 
on both sides. After reaching their maxima, both curves descend more 
gradually than they ascended. This is not unexpected, therefore giving 
us more evidence of the reasonableness of the model. Concerning both 
models, good plots of normalized residuals further increases confidence 
in the models. 
Plotting predicted (the curve) vs. observed data (points) observed 
over the entire 19 day sampling period according to Model I using the 
log^ scale is shown in Fig. 45, and using the arithmetic scale, in Fig. 
46. Analogous plottings for Model II are given in Figs. 47 and 48. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
These studies were conducted to investigate various epiphytologi-
cal phenomena of Avena sativa and Puccinia coronata avenae interactions, 
including the periodicity of pathogen spore release, especially as 
these phenomena relate to heterogeneous host populations and, hence, the 
multiline cultivar theory. 
I trapped spores and estimated their concentrations/100 liters of 
air with Rotorod spore samplers from 50 x 50 ft plots and accumulated 
daily counts over time, thereby obtaining sigmoid growth curves, recognized 
as classical disease progress curves, and herein shown to be reasonably 
and consistently well described by the logistic growth function (see 
also Cournoyer, 1967, and Henriquez, 1968). 
I derived and used the biologically meaningful parameters p., M, and 
K which refer respectively to the time of maximum spore release, the 
maximum spore release at time H, and the final cumulative spore count 
(the upper asymptote at infinite time), to describe and compare patho­
gen population curves resulting from the various treatment combinations. 
Nearly all results from heterogeneous oat populations (exceptions are 
examined in "Discussion," p. 37) indicate that the incorporation of re­
sistant plants decreases the amount of spores trapped. This consistent 
trend was obvious with greater incorporations of resistance into the host 
populations. Since spore production and disease are directly correlated, 
my results support the multiline hypothesis that mixtures of near-isogenic 
lines effectively buffer the host population against the pathogen popula­
tion. 
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Analyses of variance on host yield data in those experiments where­
in the heterogeneous host populations or their corresponding near-
isogenic lines were exposed to severe epiphytotic conditions showed 
significant differences among treatments. Generally speaking, signifi­
cant differences did not occur when experiments constituted early-matur­
ing oat lines and/or were exposed to very light epiphytotic conditions. 
I calculated r, the apparent rate of pathogen increase/unit/day 
according to Van der Plank (1963) by using the regression coefficient 
Y. 
of the transformation log^ ——^— wherein Y. refers to the cumula-
n i 
tive daily spore count and a) Y^ refers to the final cumulative spore 
count achieved/treatment replication; and b) Y^ refers to the final 
cumulative spore count achieved in the most susceptible check plot in 
each experiment. This r^ effectively measured the rate at which a 
particular cultivar-pathogen epiphytotic approached its respective 
asymptote. The r^ values are not very meaningful, biologically, and 
the r^ values, which I felt most closely resembled Van der Plank's 
(1963) r, (Y^ %"1") a widely used parameter, did not provide meaning­
ful results. 
I investigated crown rust race competition by inserting differ­
ential cultivars into the plots and counting the resultant pustules as 
measures of the activity of the given races on their corresponding sus­
ceptible cultivars. I averaged pustule numbers/leaf/cuitivar. This 
successfully showed race activities over time, but the S-values, selection 
coefficients of races in mixtures when the races have different repro­
ductive rates (Mode, 1958), are believed to be more meaningful since they 
consider proportions rather than averages. Generally speaking, there 
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were no indications of the predominance of any single race on the 3-
component multilines or in the more susceptible treatments. In fact, 
S-values associated with the multilines usually were lower than their 
correlative treatments. 
Uredia induction on the universal suscept Markton was found to 
follow the model log^[log^(Y + 1)]+ 1 = + 3^X + e wherein Y = the 
number of uredia/seedling leaf and X = the number of spores in the air. 
Uredia production on other differential cultivars was not as conclusive 
due to the great variability of the data and to the many possible host-
pathogen-time-environment interactions. However, various fitting 
techniques suggested that pustule induction generally follows the above-
described model. A high correlation was obvious between spore numbers 
in the air and resultant pustules on the differential cultivars. 
Significant negative correlation coefficients were obtained between 
pathogen yield (final cumulative spore counts) and host yield data. 
Also, generally speaking, I found that averages and accumulations of 
daily spore counts over three, five, and seven day periods at rust 
climax gave similar, although not always significant, inverse correla­
tions with corresponding host yield data. This indicates that any of 
those sampling intervals would be sufficient to estimate differences a-
mong treatments. Differences were highly significant when greater vari­
ability existed among the treatments. Significant multiple correlation 
coefficients were obtained among the three variables: pathogen yield,host 
yield, and coefficients of crown rust infection or estimated percentage of 
rust severity. Regressions of final cumulative spore counts on percentage 
susceptibility in the treatments confirmed that increases in proportions 
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of host susceptibility occasioned higher spore counts. Furthermore, a 
quadratic curve (after removal of the linear effect) was found to de­
scribe the relationship between amount of rust (total final cumulative 
spore counts) and different proportions of susceptibility in the host 
mixtures. 
Hourly means of 24 hr sequentially sampled spores during a 14 day 
period showed a "normal" curve over time as well as miniature "normal" 
curves during each 24 hr period. Hourly means summed over days showed 
a definite peak of spore release at 10 a.m. CDT and relatively high 
spore numbers during early afternoon hr• There was minimal spore 
release at night but this varied proportionately with the magnitude of 
daily spore production. Great hourly and daily variations in spore 
numbers were observed. Two statistically derived models that used 
trigonometric frequencies and considered the biological phenomenon that 
was occurring both predicted maximum spore release at about 1230 hr 
and minimal release at about 0300, CDT. Furthermore, both models pre­
dicted a high concentration of spores in the air during 0900-1800 hr. 
Fig. 1. Kelly Farm, looking E. Fig. 2. Bates Farm, looking E. 
The range of 12 plots to Experiment 2 
the right constitutes ex­
periment 1. The left 
range of 12 plots con­
stitutes experiment 3 
Fig. 3. Curtiss Farm, looking NE of E. 
Experiment 10 
Fig. 4. Kelly Farm, looking NW. Experiment 4 

Fig. 5. South T.V. Farm, looking Fig. 6. North T.V. Farm, look-
SW of W. Experiment 5 ing SW. Experiment 7 
Fig. 7. Curtiss Farm, looking N. Experiment 8 
Fig. 8. Sequential Rotorod Spore Sampler located in plot center of ex­
periment 6 to investigate diurnal periodicity 

Fig. 9. "Correlation plants" sup­
ported adjacent to a Roto-
rod sampler at the plot 
periphery to investigate 
urediospore-uredia correla­
tions 
Fig. 10. Method of inserting 
trap plant-containing 
cans (installed with 
wire handles) into 
wire cylinders from 
without the plot to 
investigate race 
competition 
Fig. 11. Wire cylinders installed in the plot for deposition of trap 
plants in cans. (White cloth indicates wire handle on can 
for easier removal) 
Fig. 12. Example of a print of a Kodachrome transparency taken in 
experiment 3 to estimate rust severity 

Fig. 13. Cumulative collectional crown rust urediospore 
counts/100 liters of air for the indicated treat­
ments (early-maturing oat lines) in experiment 1 
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Fig. 14. Cumulative collectional crown rust urediospore 
counts/lOO liters of air for the indicated treat­
ments (early-maturing oat lines) in experiment 2 
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Fig. 15. Cumulative collectional crown rust urediospore 
counts/100 liters of air for the indicated treat­
ments (midseason-maturing oat lines) in experi­
ment 3 
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Fig. 16. Cumulative collectional crown rust urediospore 
counts/lOO liters of air for the indicated treat­
ments (midseason-maturing oat lines) in experi­
ment 10 
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Fig, 17, Cumulative collectional crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air 
for the indicated treatments (near-isogenic midseason-maturing oat lines, 
planted as pure lines or blended into 7-component multilines) in experi­
ment 4 
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Fig. 18. Cumulative collectional crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air 
for the indicated treatments (near-isogenic midseason-maturing oat lines) 
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the indicated treatments (near-isogenic midseason oat lines) in experiment 7 
The curve for X421I is based on one replication whereas the other curves 
are based on two replications 
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Fig. 20. Cumulative collèctional crown rust urediospore counts/ 
100 liters of air for the indicated treatments (near-
isogenic midseason oat lines and commercially avail­
able multilines) in experiment 8 
The curve for X421I (an immune near-isogenic midseason 
oat line) could not be fit by the logistic equation 
and is, consequently, a line of best "visual" fit 
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Fig. 21. Average collectional crown rust urediospore counts/ 
100 liters of air for the indicated treatments (early-
maturing oat lines) in experiment 1 
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Fig. 22. Average collectional crown rust urediospore counts/ 
100 liters of air for the indicated treatments (early-
maturing oat lines) in experiment 2 
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Fig. 23. Average collectional crown rust urediospore counts/ 
100 liters of air for the indicated treatments 
(midseason-maturing oat lines) in experiment 3 
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Fig. 24. Average collectional crown rust urediospore counts/ 
100 liters of air for the indicated treatments (near-
isogenic sidseascn-maturing oat lines, planted as 
pure lines or blended into 7-component multilines) 
in experiment 4 
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Fig. 25. Average collectlonal crown rust uredlospore counts/100 liters of air for 
the indicated treatments (near-isogenic midseason-maturing oat lines) 
from experiment 5 
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Fig. 26. Average collectional crown rust urediospore counts/ 
100 liters of air for the indicated treatments 
(near-isogenic midseason-maturing oat lines) in 
experiment 7 
The bars pertaining to X421I are based on one re­
plication whereas the other bars are based on two 
replications 
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Fig. 27. Average collectional crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air for the 
indicated treatments (near-isogenic midseason-maturing oat lines and com­
mercially available multilines) in experiment 8 
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Fig. 28. Cumulative crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air and F(t; M', M, K) when 
these parameters were estimated by fitting cumulative spore counts: Y = F(t) + E 
for single replications for oat cultivar-rust race combinations in ^ *-
experiments 4 and 5 
Experiment 5 
A = 10S:90R 
B = 20S:80R 
C = 40S:60R 
D = 60S:40R 
E = 80S;20R 
F = 100S:0R 
G = 10S;90R 
H = 60S:40R 
I = 80S:20R 
Open circles = fitted curves 
Closed circles = actual data points 
Ordinate = spore counts/100 liters of air 
Abscissa = time in days 
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Fig. 28 (contd). 
Experiment 5 
J = 100S;OR 
Experiment 4 
K = pure line cultivar and single rust race 
L = pure line cultivar and single rust race 
M = pure line cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
N = pure line cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
0 = multiline cultivar and single rust race 
P = multiline cultivar and single rust race 
Q = multiline cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
R = multiline cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
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Fig. 29. Daily crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air and f(t; M, K) when these 
parameters were estimated by fitting daily spore counts: y^ = f(t) + e^ for single 
replications for oat cultivar-rust race combinations in experiments 4 and 5 
Experiment 5 
A = 10S:90R 
B = 20S:80R 
C = 40S:60R 
D = 60S:40R 
E = 80S:20R 
F = lOOSrOR 
Experiment 4 
G = pure line cultivar and single rust race 
H = pure line cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
I - multiline cultivar and single rust race 
Open circles = fitted curves 
Closed circles = actual data points 
Ordinate = spore counts/lOO liters of air 
Abscissa = time in days 
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Fig. 30. Daily crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of 
air and f(t; p., M, K) when these parameters were 
estimated by fitting log^ y^ = log^[f(t)] + e^ for 
experiment 5: treatment^OS:lOOR ^ 
Open circles = fitted lines 
Closed circles = actual data points 
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Fig. 31. Daily crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air and f(t;K, M, K) when 
these parameters were estimated by fitting cumulative spore counts: Y = 
F(t) + Ej. for single replications for oat cultivar-rust race combina­
tions in experiments 4 and 5 
Experiment 5 
A = 10S:90R 
B = 20S:80R 
C = 40S:60R 
D = 60S:40R 
E = 80S:20R 
F = IOCS:OR 
Experiment 4 
G - pure line cultivar and single rust race 
H - pure line cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
I " multiline cultivar and single rust race 
Open circles = fitted curves 
Closed circles = actual data points 
Ordinate = spore counts/100 liters of air 
Abscissa = time in days 
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Fig. 32. Cumulative crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air and F(t; p,, M, K) when 
these parameters were estimated by fitting daily spore counts y^ = f(t) + e for 
single replications for oat cultivar-rust race combinations in experiments 4 and 5 
Experiment 5 
A = 10S:90R 
B = 20S:80R 
C = 40S:60R 
D = 60S:40R 
E = 80S:20R 
F = IOCS:OR 
Experiment 4 
G = pure line cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
H = multiline cultivar and single rust race 
I = multiline cultivar and mixture of six rust races 
Open circles = fitted curves 
Closed circles = actual data points 
Ordinate = spore counts/100 liters of air 
Abscissa = time in days 
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Fig. 33. Examples of the log^ — ^ transforma­
tion wherein Y. = the cumulative daily spore 
count and Y^ = the final cumulative spore count 
achieved in the respective cultivar-pathogen 
epiphytotic 
Note that Y r Y of Fig. 34 
n n 
A = Experiment 8: C237-89IV 
B = Experiment 7 : X449I 
C = Experiment 4: multiline-six races 
D = Experiment 5: 205:80R 
Open circles = fitted lines 
Closed circles = actual data points 
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Fig. 34. Examples of the log 
Y. 1 
transformation wherein 
'e Y - Y. 
Y^ = the cumulative daiîy spore count and Y = the 
final cumulative spore count achieved in the susceptible 
check plot for a given experiment 
Note that Y r 
n 
A = Experiment 8 
B = Experiment 7 
C = Experiment 4 
D = Experiment 5 
Y^ of Fig. 33 
C237-89IV 
X449I 
multiline-six races 
20S:80R 
Open circles = fitted lines 
Closed circles = actual data points 
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Fig. 35. Host yield data in grams/30 inch swath 
(harvested E-W across plots) and in percentage 
of the resistant treatment for experiments 1 
and 3 
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Fig. 36. Host yield data in bu/acre and in percentage of 
the resistant check for experiments 4 and 5 
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Fig. 37. Host yield data in bu/acre and in percentage of 
X421I (the immune check) for experiment: 7 and for 
experiments 8 and 9 combined 
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Fig. 38. Regressions of final cumulative crown rust uredio-
spore counts/lOO liters of air on percentage sus­
ceptibility for the indicated treatments in experi­
ments 1 and 2. (Closed circles = 2-component blends. 
Open circles = 3-component multilines.) 
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Fig. 39. Regressions of final cumulative crown rust 
urediospore counts/lOO liters of air on percentage 
susceptibility for the indicated treatments in ex­
periments 3 and 5. (Closed circles = 2-component 
blends. Open circle = 3-component multiline.) 
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Fig. 40. Rust estimates made in experiment 5 on the basis of the susceptible check 
X122-12 (which was assumed to be 100% infected) and plotted by Cal-Comp 
on the IBM 360/65. ("avg" = average rust estimate/treatment, "max" = 
highest percentage indicated on each individual graph) 
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B = 90R;10S (one replication) 
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Fig. 41. Probability plot of normalized residuals 
o = data points 
numbers == number of data points that located there 
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RESIDUALS 
Fig. 42. Hourly means of crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters 
of air as collected by a Rotorod Sequential Spore Sampler 
from 1-14 July 1968 
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Fig. 43. Means of hourly crown rust urediospore counts/100 liters of air as collected 
by a Rotorod Sequential Spore Sampler and added over days for the period 
June 26-July 14, 1968 
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Fig. 44. The dally cycle of diurnally periodic spore release from a resistantrsusceptible 
blend of oats inoculated with crown rust race 290 
A = logg = -1.277742 + 0.015830T - 0.000165(T - 310)^ + 0.0000178W(T) 
,  ^  K r r t .  T  ,  K n t ,  
+ "TT + \ —IT) 
i.e., Model I on the log^ scale 
B = Model I on the arithmetic scale 
C • log = -1.310942 + 0.015968 - 0.000168(T - 310) + 0.000182W(T) 
+ ^ \ 
i.e., Model II on the Icg^ scale with 95% confidence limits indicated 
D = Model II on the arithmetic scale 
MODELS I & II 
ON LOGG & ARITHMETIC SCALES 
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Fig. 45. Plotting of Model I (log^ scale of mean hourly 
spore counts/100 liters of air) over a 19 day 
sampling interval for the diurnal periodicity 
study, experiment 6 
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Fig. 46. Plotting of Model I (arithmetic scale of mean hourly 
spore counts/lOO liters of air) over a 19 day 
sampling interval for the diurnal periodicity 
study, experiment 6 
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Fig. 47. Plotting of Model II (log^ mean hourly spore counts/ 
100 liters of air) over a 19 day sampling interval 
for the diurnal periodicity study, experiment 6 
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Fig. 48. Plotting of Model II (arithmetic scale of mean 
hourly spore counts/lOO liters of air) over a 19 
day sampling interval for the diurnal periodicity 
study, experiment 5 
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Fig. 49. Mean pustule counts/leaf for the indicated locations, 
cultivars, and races used in experiment 1 
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EXPERIMENT I 
TREATMENT 5 IS:2R(M) 
LOCATtOW 
290 ON LANOHAFER 
205,216,290 ON MAFSOON 
216 ON VICTORIA 
205 ON SAIA 
26 
LQCgDSN 2 
DATE OF EWOSURE IN JUNE - JULY 1967 
Fig. 50. Mean pustule counts/leaf added over treatments and 
locations for the indicated cultivars and races used 
in exper iment 1 
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Fig. 51. Mean pustule counts/leaf for the indicated locations, 
cultivars, and races used in experiment 3 
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EXPERIMENT 3 
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Fig. 52. Mean pustule counts/leaf added over treatments and 
locations for the indicated cultivars and races used 
in experiment 3 
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Fig. 53. Mean pustule counts/leaf for the indicated locations, 
cultivars, and races used in experiment 5 
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EXPERIMENT 5 TREATMENT: 60S 
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Fig. 54. Mean pustule counts/leaf added over treatments and 
locations for the indicated cultivars and races used 
in experiment 5 
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EXPERIMENT 5 
+ 326 ON CLINTLAND 64 
A 295 ON CLINTON X P. 1.267989 
O 321 ON SAIA 
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Table 3. Estimations of parameters |i. M, and K for the indicated 
experiments and treatments 
ra 
Experiment Treatment  ^ Mean 
number Rep I Rep II Rep III 
1 3R;0S 21.82 
2R:1S 21.60 
1R:2S 20.10 
0R:3S 20.13 
2R:1S(N)* 20.42 
2 3R:0S 25.30 
2R:1S 22.38 
1R:2S 13.87 
0R:3S 17.28 
1R:2S(M) 20.65 
3 3R:0S 23.80 
2R:1S 20.99 
1R:2S 19.75 
0R:3S 19.44 
2R:1S(M) 20.67 
10 3R:0S 19.08 
2R:1S 18.18 
1R:2S 17.26 
0R:3S 16.05 
1R:2S(M) 18.52 
21.18 21.50 
20.65 20.77 21.01 
21.06 20.58 
20.02 20.08 
20.52 20.28 20.41 
29.27 27.29 
20.07 21.23 
19.01 13.94 15.61 
19.58 18.43 
20.62 19.19 20.15 
24.48 24.14 
22.24 21.24 21.49 
20.37 20.Co 
18.98 19.21 
20.32 20.22 20.40 
19.00 19.04 
17.38 17.78 
16.61 17.41 17.09 
16.00 16.03 
13.29 18.50 18=44 
H = the time (in days) of maximum spore release. 
= the maximum spore release/100 liters of air/day. 
= the upper asymptote of the cumulative curve at infinite 
time. 
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M Mean K Mean 
Rep I Rep II Rep III Rep I Rep II Rep III 
6123 7041 6582 70609 77543 74076 
7111 13643 9478 10077 89213 104110 91858 95060 
15850 9677 12764 157096 117963 137530 
19080 19865 19473 212783 211026 211905 
7851 12029 14211 11364 79323 108954 139164 109147 
1230 10847 6039 19806 156155 87981 
2004 2981 2493 33874 38793 36334 
6636 4533 8998 6722 75938 61231 99975 79048 
15967 3438 9703 148403 48474 98439 
5451 2274 4812 4179 74362 34258 58989 55870 
9940 12536 11238 125019 162230 143625 
22021 u CCA- 18904 16310 202344 110672 167091 160036 
25296 27321 26309 284845 254765 269805 
42158 36093 39126 461736 400264 431000 
31425 35006 27131 31187 293047 263773 175277 244032 
9411 16344 12878 110580 134396 122488 
11129 11599 11364 133739 138904 136322 
15802 19830 24010 19881 172816 214884 258391 215364 
35053 26807 30930 330555 273766 302161 
11238 12616 12900 12251 122457 140228 140659 134448 
Table 3 (contd) 
Exper iment 
number 
Treatment 
Rep I Rep II 
Mean 
Pure line-
single race 
Multiline-
single race 
Pure line-
six races 
Multiline-
six races 
21.44 
23.70 
20.71 
21.27 
20.54 
21.95 
21.23 
21.48 
20.99 
22.83 
20.97 
21.38 
OSrlOOR 
10S:90R 
2OS:80R 
40S;60R 
60S:40R 
80S:20R 
lOOSrOR 
X122-12 
X449I 
XI 04c-7 
X422 
X421I 
25.07 
24.75 
24.37 
23.71 
23.42 
22.71 
22.07 
13.99 
12.23 
18.18 
17.04 
24.73 
24.97 
24.00 
22.92 
22.59 
23.10 
21.55 
12.61 
13.54 
17.69 
16.28 
15.09 
24.90 
24.86 
24.19 
23.32 
23.01 
22.91 
21.81 
13.30 
12.89 
17.94 
16.66 
15.09 
C237-89IV 10.30 
X470I 30.73 
Multiline E68 13.14 
Multiline E69 14.33 
X122-12 9.02 
X421I 13.37 
Multiline M68 11.87 
Multiline M69 12.16 
6.99 
11.00 
13.51 
9.95 
12.22 
13.61 
11.54 
8.65 
12.07 
13.92 
9.49 
12.80 
12.74 
11.85 
Derived with use of missing data formula appropriate to random 
complete block design (RCBD). 
U^nderestimation of parameters. 
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M Mean K Mean 
Rep I Rep II Rep I Rep II 
245.00 52.71 148.86 1641 _342.0^  992 
276.00 83.60 179.80 2370 654.6 1513 
420.10 471.40 445.75 2828 3525 3177 
283.40 284.20 283.80 1793 2449 2121 
e f _ e.f 
25.13 86.75 55.94 163.5 737.83 ' 450 
246.70 189.90 218.30 1577 1632° 1605 
188.30 243.30 215.80 1563 1919° 1741 
241.00 289.80 265.40 2063 2207b 2135 
188.90 322.60 255.75 1879 2773 2326 
221.40 294.40 257.90 1971 2852 2412 
360.10 476.10 418.10 3194 4310 3752 
602.90 656.70 629.80 5475 5161^  5318 
253.00 253.90 253.45 2162 2363 2263 
312.10 264.30 288.20 2587 1956 2272 
608.90 731.00 669.95 3386 5312 4349 
— - 66.87 66.87 — — 643.0 643 
278.60 189.90 234.25 3968 3032 3500 
1386 — — 1386 21160 — — 
133.50 127.00 130.25 2012 1725 1789 
85.87 75.47 80.67 1500 1041 1271 
471.80 407.50 439.65 5852 5461 5657 
48.83 21.14 34.99 431.80 245.20 339 
190.90 87.85 139.38 1655 1113 1384 
181.50 220.30 200.90 1559 1903 1731 
Table 4. Standard deviations (S ) appropriate to estimates of jx, M, and K parameters for ex-
périmants 1-3. and 10 
H M K 
Experi-
ment S a S k S c S a S k S c S * S b S c 
number ÏÏ ÏÏ ÏÏ 3 d d d d d 
1 0.6130 0. 4978 0. 5593 2979.2490 2432.5788 2719.6729 19668.8447 15979.2854 17955.9147 
2 2.1363 1. 735') 1. 9502 4474.1080 3634.7802 4084.2967 63493.0594 42517.8724 47777.5659 
3 0.7128 0. 5791 0. 6507 4600.6(144 3737.6278 4199.8258 57109.0938 46395.2673 52133.2234 
10 0.3204 0. 0143 0. 1617 3653.0361 2967.7699 3334.7118 28533.1932 23180.8950 26046.9000 
S^_ of differences between 2 means of 2 replications. 
d 
of differences between 2 means of 3 replications. 
3" 
S^_ of differences between 1 mean of 2 replications and 1 mean of 3 replications, 
d 
Table 5. Standard deviations (S_) appropriate to estimates of p,, M, and K parameters for experi-
ments 4, 5, 7 and 8 
A 
M K 
Experiment 
nujnber 
S_a 
d 
S_.b 
d 
S_* 
d 
S_b 
d 
S_ ^  
d 
S_ b 
d 
4 0.73 0.90 899 
5 0.41 0.65 47.45 59.69 314.65 395.88 
7 1.6 4.55 704 
8 1.25 1.50 42.27 51.77 351.58 431.49 
of 
? 
differences between means of 2 replications. 
of 
? 
differences between means of 2 replications and the mean for 1 replication. 
Table 6. Analyses of variance for estimations of parameters of the cumulative fit: ji, M, and K 
for the indicated experiments 
Experiment 
number 
Parameter Source of 
variation 
df SS MS 
M 
K 
P-
M 
K 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
3.8644 
2.6281 
194,432,914.21 
62,132,232.83 
256.565.147.04 
23,912,597,597.45 
2,708,176,014.40 
26,620,773,611.85 
172.0598 
31.9464 
204.0062 
63,208,735.4 
140,500,477.1 
203.709.212.5 
4,851,725,454.23 
19,173,366,176.06 
24,025,091,630.30 
27.6218 
3.5562 
31.1780 
.9661 2.5735 
.3754 
48,608,228.5 5.4763 
8,876,033.26 
5,978,149,399.36 15.4521 
386,882,287.77 
** 
43.0150 9.4253 
4.5638 
15,802,183.95 .7873 
20,071,496.7 
1,212,931,363.56 .4428 
2,739,052,310.15 
. ** 
6.9055 
.5080 
13.5926 
** 
M Treatments 
Error 
Total 
K Treatments 
Error 
Total 
10 M. Treatments 
Error 
Total 
M Treatments 
Error 
Total 
K Treatments 
Error 
Total 
4 n Blocks 
Varieties (V) 
Pathogens (P) 
V X P 
Error 
Total 
S^ignificance at the 5% level. 
Significance at the 1% level. 
1,103,930,479 
148,165,413 
1,252,095,892 
112,509,843,190. 
22,830,106,550. 
135,339,949,740. 
11.9462 
.7186 
275,982.619 
21,166,488 
28,127,460,798 
3,261,443,790. 
2.9866 
.1027 
13.0387 
** 
86.2400 
** 
29.0925 
** 
577,527,452 
93,412,433 
670,939,885 
50,191,130,355 
5,699,101,274 
55,890,231,629 
144,381,863 
13,344,633 
12,547,782,564 
814,157,324 
10.8195 
** 
154,1198 
•k* 
.4833 
2.5088 
1.0805 
1.0224 
1.6102 
6.7052 
.4833 
2.5088 
1.0805 
1.0224 
.5367 
.9005 
4.6745 
2.0132 
1.9050 
Table 6 (contd) 
Experiment Parameter Source of df 
number variation 
M Blocks 1 
Varieties (V) 1 
Pathogens (P) 1 
V X P 1 
Error 3 
Total 7 
K Blocks 1 
Varieties (V) 1 
Pathogens (P) 1 
V X P 1 
Err or 3 
Total 7 
5^  [i Blocks 1 
Treatments 6 
Error 5 
Total 12 
M Blocks 1 
Treatments 6 
Error 5 
Total 12 
K Blocks 1 
Treatments 6 
Error 5 
Total 12 
SS MS 
13827 13827 1.6941 
8581.1550 8581.1550 1.0514 
80358.4005 80359.4005 9.8455 
18604.2406 18604.2406 2.2794 
24485.7670 8161.92 
145,856.5631 
345,031.2 345,031.2 .4263 
142,951.2 142,951.2 .1766 
3902379.89 3902379.89 4.8216 
1,242,361.69 1,242,361.69 1.5350 
2,428,040.38 809346.79 
8,060,764.36 
.3584 .3584 2.7089 
15.4742 2.5797 19.4980 
.6616 .1323 
16.4942 
13,288.353 13,288.353 5.9023, 
135,720.94 22,620.156 10.0473 
11,256.85 2,251.37 
160,266.14 
1,155,864 1,155,864 11.6745! 
11,925,058 1,987,509 20.0744 
495,035 99,007 
Blocks 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
1 
4 
4 
9 
.18 
37.18 
1.04 
. 18 
9.30 
2 . 6  
.0691 
3.5802 
M 
K 
M 
K 
Blocks 
Treatments 
Error 
Blocks 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
Treatments 
Error 
Total 
1 1664 
4 537,549 
4 8,380 
1 139,713 
4 27,636,251 
4 1,983,604 
9 29,759,568 
7 383.17 
8 10.91 
15 394.08 
7 1,569,100.56 
8 12,507.84 
15 
7 371,644,852.7 
8 865,264.6 
15 372,510,117.3 
1664 
134,387 
2095 
139,713 
6,909,063 
495,901 
54.7386 
1.3638 
224,157.22 
1,563.48 
53,092,121.8 
108,158.075 
.7921 
64 
** 
.2823, 
13.9302 
40.1368 
** 
143.3711 
** 
490.8811 
** 
E^stimate for one plot derived with missing plot formula appropriate for RCBD. 
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Table 7. The apparent infection rate of pathogen increase/unit/ 
day for the indicated experiments and treatments 
Experiment Treatment  ^ Mean S_^  
number Rep I Rep II Rep III d 
3R:0S .3576 .3821 .3699 .0163 
2R:1S .3672 .3617 .3743 .3677 .0128 
1R:2S .3694 .3441 .3568 .0138 
0R:3S .3857 .3813 .3835 .0134 
2R:1S (M)^  .3520 .3393 .3817 .3577 .0142 
3R:0S .3354 .3500 .3477 .0130 
2R:1S .3391 .3572 .3482 .0112 
1R:2S .4022 .3564 .4506 .4031 .0181 
OR: as .4449 .3550 .4000 .0128 
1R:2S(M) .3685 .3604 .4000 .3763 .0160 
10 
3R:0S .3430 .3682 .3556 .0157 
2R:1S .3512 .3325 .3593 .3477 .0216 
1R:2S .3476 .3709 .3593 .0241 
0R:3S .3710 .3889 .3800 .0198 
2R:1S(M) .3946 .3860 .4001 .3936 .0194 
3R:0S .3965 .4725 .4345 .0485 
2R:1S .3999 .4358 .4179 .0447 
1R:2S .4300 .4443 .4680 .4474 .0262 
0R:3S .4713 .4638 .4676 .0403 
1R:2S(M) .4318 .4374 .4198 .4297 .0402 
OS :100R .3085 .2565 .2825 .0269 
10S:90R .3947 .3872 .3860 .0221 
2OS:80R .3869 .4055 .3962 .0319 
40S:ô0R .4141 .4205 .4173 .0323 
60S:40R .4013 .4353 .4183 .0188 
80S:2OR .3973 .4268 .4121 .0125 
100S:OR .3839 .4537 .4188 . 0109 
r^ is the regression coefficient of the transformation log  ^_^ Y 
wherein Y. = the cumulative daily spore count and Y = the final  ^
cumulative spore count for the indicated experiments and treatments. 
S^tandard deviations of the means. 
M^ultiline. 
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Table 7 (contd) 
Experiment Treatment  ^ Mean S_^  
number Rep I Rep II Rep III 
Pure line- .4187 
single race 
Multiline- .4448 
single race 
Pure line- .3868 
six races 
Multiline- .4219 
six races 
X122-12 
X449I 
X104C-7 
X422 
X421I 
.5032 
.5052 
.4803 
.5552 
.3542 
.4405 
.3750 
.4185 
.5070 
,5268 
.4529 
.5785 
.5143 
.3865 
.4427 
.3809 
.4202 
.5051 
.5160 
.4666 
.5669 
.5143 
,0110 
.0147 
.0222 
.0169 
.0270 
.0173 
.0183 
.0134 
C237-89IV 
X470I 
Multiline 
E68 
Multiline 
E69 
X122-12 
X421I 
Multiline 
M68 
Multiline 
M69 
.4741 
.3960 
.3778 
.3486 
.4672 
.4630 
.4587 
.4517 
.3827 
.2228 
.4314 
.3853 
.4654 
.3804 
.4346 
.4904 
.4284 
.3094 
.4046 
.3670 
.4663 
.4217 
.4467 
.4711 
.0112 
.0093 
.0065 
.0202 
.0155 
.0171 
.0168 
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Table 8. r,^  The apparent infection rate of pathogen increase/unit/ 
day for the indicated experiments and treatments 
Experiment Treatment  ^ Mean S_ ^  
number Rep I Rep II d 
5 OSzlOOR .2417 
10S:90R .3123 
20S:80R .2989 
40S:60R .3186 
60S:40R .2893 
80S:20R .2846 
lOOSrOR .3015 
4 Plf-SR^  .3760 
PL -6R® .4071 
ML -SR .3651 
ML -6R .3729 
7 X122-12 .5070 
X449I .2450 
Xi04c-7 .4007 
X422 .4586 
X421I .3198 
8 C237-89IV .3131 
X470I .3317 
Multiline E68 .2462 
Multiline E69 .2169 
X122-12 .4672 
X421I .3457 
Multiline M68 .3074 
Multiline M69 .3124 
.2201 .2309 .1175 
.3221 .3172 .1367 
.3170 .3010 .1308 
.3212 .3119 .1086 
.3237 .3065 -1503 
.3371 .3109 .1533 
.4537 .3776 .1470 
.2888 .3294 .1442 
.4448 .4260 .1307 
.3270 .3461 .1425 
.3839 .3784 .1356 
.4628 .4849 .1947 
.2927 .2689 .2205 
.3554 .3781 .1758 
.5335 .4961 .1746 
.3198 .0216 
.1661 .2396 .2857 
.1668 .2493 .1992 
.2400 .2431 .2800 
.2575 .2372 .2755 
.3277 .3975 .2049 
.2733 .3095 .2186 
.3060 .3067 .2575 
.3487 .3306 .2596 
i^ 
r is the regression coefficient of the transformation log ~—  ^
wherein "= the daily cumulative spore count and Y = the finaf n i 
cumulative spore count achieved in the susceptible ^ check plot 
in each experiment. 
S^tandard deviation of the means. 
P^ure line cultivar. 
S^ingle race. 
Six races. 
M^ultiline cultivar. 
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Table 9. Analysis of variance for total final cumulative spore counts 
and log^ gtotal final cumulative spore counts at different 
proportions of susceptibility in the host mixture 
Source of df Mean Square^  Mean Square (log^ )^ 
var ia t ion 
** ** 
Among experiments 4 10.4510 10.2371 
** "kic 
Linear (1) 8.7684 2.1796 
Quadratic after (1) 1.0184 0.0425 
linear 
Cubic after (1) 0.3131 0.0927 
quadratic 
Residual 54 0.2122 0.0410 
X^10^ ° 
** 
Significance at the 1% level. 
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Table 10. Host yield data, means, and estimates of standard devia­
tion (S ) of differences for the indicated experiments and 
? 
treatments 
Experiment Treatment Yield data Mean 
number Rep I Rep II Rep III 
1 3R:0S 4806 4324 4534 
2R:1S 4741 4516 4568 4609 
1R:2S 4129 4657 4393 
0R:3S , 4131 3838 3985 
2R:1S (M) 3748 4304 4265 4106 
S_ of differences between 2 means of 2 replications : 272 
d 
S_ 
J 
of differences between 2 means of 3 replications : 221 
U 
S of differences between 1 mean of 2 replications 
d and 1 mean of 3 replications: 249 
3R:0S 5150 4984 
2R:1S 5211 4980 
1R:2S 4600 5182 
0R:3S 4309 3258 
2R:1S(M) 4288 3745 
5067 
5511 5234 
4891 
3784 
4736 4256 
S_ of differences between 2 means of 2 replications: 442 
of differences between 2 means of 3 replications: 359 
d 
S_ of differences between 1 mean of 2 replications 
d and 1 mean of 3 replications: 404 
Pure line- 75 74 75 
single race 
Multiline- 74 77 76 
single race 
Pure line- 71 65 68 
six races 
Multiline- 81 71 76 
six races 
S_ of differences between means: 4.24 
d 
a. 
Data in grams/3 x 50 ft harvested strip for experiments 1 and 3; 
in bu/acre for the other experiments. 
D 
Multilines. 
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Table 10 (contd) 
Experiment Treatment Yield data Mean 
number Rep I Rep II Rep III 
5 OS:100R 47 61 54 
lOS:90R 47 60 54 
20S:80R 40 55 48 
40S:60R 42 54 48 
60S:40R 41 50 46 
80S:20R 40 52 46 
lOOS:0R 32 60 46 
S of differences between means : 4.34 
ÏÏ 
7 X122-12 59 49 54 
X449I 80 78 79 
X104C-7 83 76 80 
X422 70 78 74 
X421I 88 111 100 
g 
•J of differences between means : 7.2 
8 C237-89IV 80 86 83 
X470I 103 106 105 
Multiline E68 78 97 88 
Multiline E69 86 88 87 
X122-12 63 69 66 
X421I 112 100 106 
Multiline M68 89 96 93 
Multiline M69 76 95 85 
g 
— of differences 
d 
between means : 7.87 
9 C237-89IV 78 50 64 
X470I 111 85 98 
Multiline E68 92 82 87 
Multiline E69 89 69 79 
X122-12 47 48 48 
X421I ill 107 109 
Multiline M68 94 92 93 
Multiline M69 86 91 89 
S of differences between means : 8.9 
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Table 11. Analyses of variance for host yield data^  for the indicated 
exper iments 
Experiment Source of df SS MS F 
number var iat ion 
ireatment 
Error 
Total 
740189 
518830 
1259019 
185047 
74119 
2.50 
Treatment 
Error 
Total 
3451697 
1369759 
4821456 
862924 
195683 
4.41 
Treatment(T) 
Pathogen(P) 
T x P 
Error 
Total 
Blocks 
Treatment 
Error 
Total 
6 
6 
13 
41 
18 
24 
73 
156 
758 
156 
113 
1027 
41 
18 
24 
18.25 
758 
26 
18.83 
2.28  
1 
1.30 
40.25 
1.38 
** 
Blocks 
Treatment 
Error 
Total 
1 
4 
4 
9 
15 
2258 
209 
2482 
15 
565 
52 
.28 
109 
** 
Treatment 
Error 
Total 
/ 
8 
15 
2252 
498 
2750 
322 
62 
.iQ 
Blocks 
Treatment 
Error 
Total 
/ 
7 
15 
441 
5368 
562 
441 
80 
5.51, 
D^ata in grams/3 x 50 ft harvestsd strip for experiments 1 and 3; in 
bu/acre for the other experiments. 
* 
Significance at the 5% level. 
** 
Significance at the 1% level. 
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Table 12. Analysis of variance for regressions of final cumulative 
crown rust urediospore counts/lOO liters of air on per-
centage susceptibility in the indicated experiments 
Experiment Source of df SS MS F 
number variation 
X 
Res idual 
Total 
1 10352548828 
10 1582710742 
11 11935259570 
10352548828 
1582710742 
65 
** 
X 
Residual 
Total 
1 
10 
11 
7263587166 
1545542316 
8809129482 
7263587166 
15455423 
47 
** 
X 
Res idual 
Total 
1 43371875694 6 
10 6032472452 4 
11 49404348147 
43371875694 6 
603247245 2 
72 
** 
X 
Residual 
Total 
1 
10 
11 
5520602 
1404556 
6925158 
5520602 
117046 
47 
Significance at the 1% level. 
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Table 13. Simple correlation coefficients, r, derived from host yield 
and pathogen yield data for the indicated experiments 
Exper iment r 
number values 
-.89* 
-.88* 
-.79 
* 
.79 
-.94* 
.90** 
* 
Significance at the 5% level. 
Significance at the 1% level. 
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Table 14. S values^  indicating selection coefficient advantages of 
races in mixtures for purposes of race competition investiga-
tion 
Experiment Treatment S values of races 
number 290 on 205 on 216 on 
Landhafer Saia Victoria 
3R:0S .0776 -.7751 -.0074 
2R:1S .1029 -.6647 .0368 
1R:2S .0952 -.7745 -.0458 
0R:3S .0559 -.7301 -.0348 
2R:1S(M) .0342 -.6242 -.0215 
3R:0S -.0464 -.4535 .0905 
2R:1S .0927 -.7894 .0521 
1R:2S -.0677 -.5628 .2036 
0R:3S -.0559 -.4015 .1584 
2R:1S(M) -.1804 -.3643 .1684 
213A on 295 on 321 on 326 on 
Ascencao Clinton X Saia Clintland 
P. I. 267989 64 
OSrlOOR -.0249 .2721 -.1983 -.1191 
10S:90R -.1042 .2015 -.1642 -.0150 
20S:80R -.1171 .3515 -.0565 -.0618 
40S:60R -.0997 .1508 -.0914 -.0360 
60S:40R .0007 .3494 -.0364 -.1462 
80S:20R -.1352 .2802 -.0743 -.0922 
100S:0R -.1776 .3204 -.0176 -.0636 
= 1 - e ^  wherein b = -log (1-S) from the equation log ( -—^ )^. = 
e e i-q^ j jt 
a.. + b..t +e., (Mode, 1958). 
ij ij iJt 
Table 15. Simple correlation coefficients between the indicated "treatments" of spore count data 
and host yield data for the indicated experiments a 
Experiment 
number 
- 3^  - 3 M - 5 M A - 7 
•0.812 
•0.871 
•0.833 
-0.852 
•0 .821 
•0.883 
-0.851 
•0.856 
•0 .812  •0.855 
-0.889* -0.879* 
•0.763 -0.744 -0.795 •0.794* -0.804* -0.806* 
-0.924 
** , ** ** 
•0.924 -0.919 
•kit ** ** 
•0.918 -0.907 -0.908 
00 
Calculations of spore counts were made from data excluding the final six sampling days in 
every experiment; i.e., at rust climax. 
M^ean spore counts for the indicated number of days prior to the final six sampling days. 
3^, 5, and 7 refer to tho number of days of spore count data "treatment." 
A^ccumulation of spore counts over the indicated number of days prior to the final six 
sampling days. 
•k 
Significance at the 5% level. 
** 
Significance at the 1% level. 
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Table 16. Analysis of variance for trigonometric frequencies used in 
treatment of diurnal periodicity data 
Frequency^  df Error df F 
TT 1 328 < 1 
2 329 < 1 
2 331 < 1 
3 
4 ^  2 333 
< 1 
0 
3 
2 335 < 1 
ïf- 2 337 1.2504 
2 339 4.4579' 
12 " 2 341 1.6116 
4-
2 343 2.8727 
2 345 2.5438 
2 347 4.8383 
IT" 
2 349 44.5107 
T^T = 0200 hr; = 1200 hr ; = 2400 hr. 
•k 
Significance at the 57» level. 
irk 
Significance at the VL level. 
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